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Abstract
Microwave communication devices have become ubiquitous inthe past decade. As an increas-
ing number of systems compete for spectrum, guard bands haves runk to increase bandwidth
efficiency. The frequency behaviour of microwave devices isaffected by thermal expansion.
In order to avoid interference with adjacent bands, microwave components must exhibit high
temperature-stability in most communications applications.
Thermally stable materials can be used to construct temperatur -stable components. How-
ever, this approach requires an expensive mass and cost trade-off. Temperature compensated
aluminum resonators and filters provide major advantages incost and mass. This work proposes
that a compensating tuning screw with a temperature-dependent effective length be constructed
by mounting a bimetallic compensator at the end of a mountingscrew. This so-calledbimetal
tuning-screwcan be used to produce temperature-compensated resonatorsand filters.
There are several advantages to this approach. Compensationc n be tuned by adjusting the
depth of the bimetal, simply by adjusting the mounting screw. Since there are no moving parts
inside the cavity or filter, and the bimetal can be plated, there are no additional sources of passive
intermodulation. Also, this design is simple to implement for waveguide designs in general.
In order to compensate for temperature drift, it is useful toquantify uncompensated drift.
Temperature drift for a lossless linearly expanding RF component is derived from Maxwell’s
equations. For the lossy case, it is demonstrated that the resulting formula is approximately true,
and that the quality of this approximation is excellent for practical levels of temperature range
and thermal expansion.
Experimental results are provided that demonstrate bimetal compensation under uniform-
temperature conditions for a single aluminum resonator. Measured drift of the compensated res-
onator is−0.38 ppm/◦C, compared to−23 ppm/◦C for an uncompensated resonator. Measured
drift for a bimetal-compensated 4-pole filter prototype is2.35 ppm/◦C. A method for adjusting
compensation for a filter is also provided.
Multiphysics simulations are used to examine power handling for bimetal-compensated fil-
ters. It is demonstrated that power-handling can be improved by reducing the effective length of
the compensator to improve heat conduction to the cavity or filte .
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The theoretical foundations for microwave engineering were laid by scientists like Maxwell,
Hertz, and Marconi over a hundred years ago. The first practical applications of microwave
theory emerged during the Second World War with the advent ofradar. Since that time, the
number of microwave applications have grown dramatically [1].
Satellite communications were some of the first commercial radio frequency (RF) appli-
cations. In the late 1960s, the Intelsat I-III satellites were deployed providing the first voice
communication satellites. Subsequent Intelsat satellites used a channelized architecture, which
created a need for high-performance, temperature-stable filters and multiplexers [2].
RF filters can be realized by coupling resonators. The work studied in this thesis deals with
coupled resonator filters. Cavity resonators for example, can be coupled to one another using
irises to produce a filter.
There has recently been an unprecedented proliferation of microwave technology in many
communications applications. Unused bandwidth between cha nels called guard bands have
been consistently reduced in order to maximize usable bandwidth [3]. This trend has generally
led to tighter design constraints as more devices compete for spectrum [4].
The properties and performance of an RF device are highly dependent on its dimensions,
and RF properties such as permittivity. Due to thermal expansion, the dimensions of any device
are to some extent dependent on temperature. The RF properties of many materials are also
temperature sensitive. The performance of any RF device willtherefore exhibit a certain amount
of temperature dependence, ortemperature drift.
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Most, if not all RF devices are subjected to temperature variation. Heating and cooling is
caused by factors such as resistive power dissipation, ambient temperature changes, and thermal
radiation. These factors are common to nearly any RF design, from satellite applications, to
cable television transmission stations. Therefore, minimizing or eliminating temperature drift is
a major concern for the RF designer.
Temperature drift is typically addressed by constructing components from materials with a
low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) such as Invar [2]. However, constructing a compo-
nent from Invar is more costly than using aluminum, both in terms of material and machining
costs.
A mass penalty is also incurred when using Invar over aluminu, which is especially costly in
satellite applications. A24 kg Invar multiplexer weighs8 kg when constructed from aluminum.
For launch costs of $30,000 per kilogram, deploying this aluminum multiplexer would result in
$480,000 in launch-costs savings.
If the same mass savings is replaced with fuel, life-cycle savings can instead be realized. For
a satellite requiring25 kg of fuel each year with annual revenues of $80 million, the16 kg mass
savings represented by the aluminum multiplexer describeda ove results in $51 million in extra
revenue. For a satellite with a 15 year life cycle, this savings represents $16 million in present
value, assuming an 8% annual discount rate. This is the motivation for the research undertaken
in this thesis.
1.1 Thesis Objectives and Contributions
The primary objective of this thesis is to devise an efficientmechanism for temperature compen-
sation, and to design and build a temperature-compensated wveguide filter constructed primarily
from aluminum using this mechanism. In the process of accomplishing this major objective, there
are a number of secondary goals that this research aims to accomplish. These are as follows:
• This work aims to quantify the temperature drift problem as generally as possible. Where
possible, drift will be derived from first principals. Otherwise, simulation methods will
be developed capable of quantifying complex environmentaland structural factors that
contribute to temperature drift.
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• The method chosen for temperature compensation must be implmentable for waveguide
designs in general. This will allow for implementation of temperature compensation in
existing waveguide filter designs.
• The amount of temperature compensation must be adjustable.In microwave designs where
device dimensions are on the order of wavelength, small dimensional changes cause sig-
nificant changes in RF response. Adjustable compensation is therefore required to account
for manufacturing tolerances.
• The effect of high-power on the compensated filter must be accounted for. This requires
that possible sources of passive intermodulation be addressed. The effect of local resistive
heating on filter response must be quantified and minimized.
In pursuing the objectives and goals listed above, a number of contributions to the art were
realized. The contributions presented in this thesis and their potential impact are described below:
• This work proposes that a bimetallic compensator mounted ona screw can be used to
provide temperature compensation for waveguide filters andresonators (Chapter 4). It is
demonstrated that when using this approach, compensation can be easily adjusted by turn-
ing the mounting screw, thereby adjusting the depth of the compensator. This method is
simple to implement for waveguide designs in general. Applying this approach to waveg-
uide filters will allow aluminum filters to be used in applications where Invar waveguide
filters are currently used. Experimental results are provided for a compensated resonator
(Chapter 6) and a compensated filter (Chapter 7). These experiments demonstrate that a
bimetal tuning screw can be used to produce aluminum resonators nd filters that exhibit
levels of temperature drift similar to or lower than their Invar equivalents. Application of
this temperature compensation approach can lead to a substantial mass and cost savings
over traditional Invar filters in many areas including satellite and terrestrial radio applica-
tions.
• A method for adjusting compensation for each resonator in a Chebyshev filter is provided.
This method is appropriate for any compensated design wheret amount of compensation
is adjustable for each resonator. This contribution provides a useful tool for implementing
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either the compensation approach proposed here, or any other f rm of adjustable compen-
sation.
• Three multiphysics models are proposed in this work (Section 8.1). (The term multiphysics
refers to models that account for coupling between two or more domains; for example,
mechanical and thermal.)
– A uniform temperature mechanical-RF simulation is provided. This model is used to
simulate temperature drift in situations where the temperature distribution is uniform.
The resulting temperature drift is used as the baseline performance for a given de-
sign. This contribution allows for the design and simulation of complex temperature-
compensation schemes using finite element analysis. This model can also be used to
model temperature drift in uncompensated resonators and filters.
– A resistive heating simulation is proposed that models local resistive heating, given
the input power and thermal boundary conditions. This simulation can be used in in
lieu of or as a precursor to high-power testing. This type of simulation is useful for
any microwave structure designed for high-power use. It canbe used to locate areas
of high resistive-heating so that they can be addressed in the design.
– A resistively heated thermal-mechanical simulation is proposed that models RF be-
haviour on the deformed geometry given input power and thermal boundary condi-
tions. This model not only solves for resistive heating for given thermal boundary
conditions, but also accounts for the effect of geometry deformation on filter re-
sponse. This simulation can be used to model RF performance whil accounting for
general environmental conditions; this includes mountingconstraints, thermal condi-
tions, and resistive heating. In temperature compensated designs in particular, it can
be used to quantify the effect of local resistive heating ande vironmental conditions
on compensation.
• Temperature drift for an arbitrary microwave structure is derived from Maxwell’s equa-
tions, assuming the structure is lossless and has a uniform cefficient of thermal expansion
(Section 3.1). It is also shown that the same expression for temperature drift is approxi-
mately true for lossy structures (Section 3.2). The qualityof this approximation is based
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on the assumption that the coefficient of thermal expansion multiplied by the temperature
change is much less than unity; a valid assumption for most practical systems. The ac-
curacy of this expression is therefore not affected by the lev l of loss. This expression
for temperature drift is general and that can be used to quantify temperature drift for any
device made from a single material that is allowed to expand freely.
• An expression is derived for the drift of the coupling coefficient due to iris expansion for a
thin iris (Section 3.3). By applying this drift to a lumped elem nt filter model, it is shown
that the drift caused by iris expansion is small when compared to overall filter drift, even
for a well-compensated filter. It is demonstrated that the contribution of iris expansion to
temperature drift is therefore insignificant.
• A parameterized model for bimetal actuation and thermal expansion is proposed that can be
used to simply model a bimetal compensated device under uniform temperature conditions
(Section 4.3). This model can be implemented using microwave simulation packages that
allow for parameterization of geometry (e.g. Ansoft HFSS).This approach provides a
alternative to full structural simulation where the temperatu e distribution is uniform and
bimetal actuation is unloaded.
1.2 Thesis Organization
In Chapter 2, milestones in the development of microwave technology are described. The prob-
lem of passive intermodulation is discussed. A review of theli erature in the area of temperature
compensation of RF components is provided. A description of bimetal theory and the equations
used to predict and specify bimetal behaviour is shown.
In Chapter 3, temperature drift of uncompensated componentsis described. Equations de-
scribing temperature drift for a lossless uncompensated device are derived from Maxwell’s equa-
tions. It is demonstrated that this equation is approximately true for a lossy device. Simulations
are provided to confirm that this approximation is valid for typical materials and temperatures.
An expression is derived that predicts temperature drift ofthe coupling coefficient for a thin iris.
The metrics and conventions used in this work to specify temperature drift are described. These
metrics are classified with respect to thermal conditions.
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Chapter 4 provides an overview of the bimetal tuning screw that is used to provide tempera-
ture compensation. Design requirements are presented, along with two configurations that meet
these requirements. The susceptibility of a bimetal tuningscrew to vibration is examined using a
mechanical eigenmode simulation. Adjustability of temperatu e compensation is demonstrated
in simulation. Finally, a parameterized model for bimetal-compensated components is provided.
An experimental setup capable of performing uniform ambient t mperature tests is described
in Chapter 5. Measurement procedures are described, designed to r lieve residual strains in a
component to ensure accurate data is collected.
Chapter 6 describes the implementation of bimetal compensatio for a single aluminum res-
onator. A prototype resonator is described along with the procedure for fixturing and adjusting
the compensation. Experimental results for the compensated resonator are provided, demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of bimetal compensation.
Bimetal compensation is applied to a waveguide filter in Chapter 7. It is demonstrated in
simulation that compensation is independent from resonantfrequency tuning. A method for
adjusting compensation is presented, along with a description of a prototype filter. Finally, ex-
perimental results for the compensated filter are provided.
In Chapter 8, a multiphysics simulation is described that canmodel compensation under
uniform temperature conditions. An approach to modelling RFheating is described. Finally a
model is provided that can quantify temperature drift givenarbitrary thermal boundary conditions
for lossy compensated components under high-power. The powr handling capability of bimetal
compensated filters is examined using these multiphysics simulations. These results are used to
refine the design to improve performance of the lossy component under high-power.




In this chapter, milestones in the evolution of microwave technology are presented. A description
of passive intermodulation (PIM) in communications systems is provided. With an understand-
ing of the sources of passive intermodulation, care can be taken to avoid PIM when devising
approaches to temperature compensation. Industry practice and research in the field of tem-
perature compensation of RF filters and resonators is reviewed. A description of the general
behaviour of bimetals along with a description of the equations that describe their actuation are
provided.
2.1 Milestones in Microwave Technology
The fundamental concepts of microwave theory were discovered over 100 years ago by scien-
tists like Maxwell, Hertz and Marconi [1]. Starting from Faraday’s theories on lines of force,
Maxwell eventually published what became eponymously known as the Maxwell equations in
A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism. This work implied the existence of electromagnetic
waves travelling at the speed of light [5]. As well as being the first field equations, Maxwell’s
equations unified electricity and magnetism, and are the basis of microwave engineering.
World War II was a watershed for global technological innovation, and RF technology was
no exception. Technological innovation was deemed a legitimate war front on all sides, and for
the first time scientists were systematically recruited forthe war effort. For these reasons, World
War II has sometimes been referred to as the Physicists’ War [6].
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Emerging radar technology provided the prospect of detecting planes and ships at distances
exceeding the limits of visibility. This attracted the interest of military researchers as early as
the 1920s. In the late 1930s the first major radar installation, a network of radars called Chain
Home, was constructed along the vulnerable southern and eastern English coast [6]. The advent
of radar provided the first impetus for research and development in RF technology.
Radar applications required wide-band, tunable receiver-filt s. Waveguide filters with in-
ductive posts were developed to satisfy this need [2]. Waveguid filters are able to handle high
transmission power, and exhibit a high quality factor (Q). These filters however are large when
compared to TEM (transverse electric-magnetic) transmission line filters. Since wide bandwidth
filters have inherently low loss, more compact TEM transmission line filters replaced inductive
post waveguide filters for radar applications [2].
The most popular implementation of TEM transmission line filt rs are combline filters. These
filters consist of an array of parallel coupled conductors mounted in a conducting cavity as shown
in Figure 2.1 [7]. In fact, combline filters are still widely used in cellular radio base stations [2].





Figure 2.1: Diagram of a 2-pole combline filter, side and top view (input/output coupling not
shown)
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When radio was being developed in the 1890s, most physicists believed that radio waves
could not travel long distances since they travel in straight lines. Guglielmo Marconi proved
this notion wrong in 1894, but it was left to Arthur E. Kennelly and Oliver Heaviside to propose
that the long radio waves used by Marconi were bouncing off anatmospheric layer of ions.
When later proven to exist, this layer was named the ionosphere [8]. The concept of bouncing
communications signals from earth to space foreshadowed the modern communications satellite
where signals are relayed from earth to space and back to communicate over large distances.
Shorter-wave microwaves can support more bandwidth than the radio waves used in early
wireless communication. However, the ionosphere is transprent to microwaves. Transmitting
microwaves over long distances therefore requires either as ries of relays, or another object in
space to reflect the waves.
The first attempt to relay microwaves in space came in 1946 with Project Diana which suc-
ceeded in using the moon to reflect radio waves. In 1960, the USlaunched Echo I, the first
satellite designed specifically for microwave communications. Echo I was a passive satellite,
that simply reflected microwaves back to earth [9]. Subsequent communications satellites were
active designs which filtered, mixed, amplified, and retransmitted the signal making Echo I both
the first, and last passive communications satellite.
Satellite communications would develop into one of the firstmajor civilian applications of
microwave technology. The Telstar satellite, launched in 1962, was able to transmit telephone,
facsimile, and television signals. Due to its low, (and therefo e fast) orbit, Telstar was only able
to transmit over 10 minute intervals while in sight of its three ground stations [9].
The early Intelsat satellites launched in the late 1960s proved the commercial viability of
satellite voice communications. Intelsat I was the first geosynchronous satellite that orbited at
the same period as the earth, and thus appeared stationary tobase stations. Since geosynchronous
orbit allows for unlimited transmission times, this has become the standard orbit for most com-
munications satellites.
Intelsat IV was the first communications satellite to use a channelized architecture [2]. A typ-
ical channelized architecture is shown in Figure 2.2 [10]. At the satellite, the uplink signal is low-
power due to atmospheric attenuation. The downlink signal however is amplified by the satellite
and therefore high-power. In order to avoid interference, th uplink and downlink signals are











































Figure 2.2: A typical satellite-communications architecture
is filtered and amplified using a low-noise amplifier (LNA). The input signal is then mixed down
to the downlink band (3.7 − 4.2 GHz). An input multiplexer splits the signal into36 MHz chan-
nels. Each channel is amplified using a high-power amplifier (HPA) and recombined. The filtered
signal is sent to the downlink antenna [2].
Insertion loss of the input filter, output filter, and multiplexer must be minimized in order
to maximize bandwidth efficiency for the satellite. Low-loss filters using iris-coupled Invar res-
onators were used to construct the uplink/downlink filters and multiplexers. A typical channel
filter for an output multiplexer weighed close to4 kg. The mass of these filters was later reduced
using thin-walled Invar cavities [10].
The development of dual-mode filters in the 1970s proved to bea major advance for satellite
communications [11, 12]. Dual-mode filters use perpendicular modes to allow a single physical
cavity to function as two electrical cavities. A typical dual-mode in-line waveguide filter is shown
in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: A dual-mode in-line waveguide filter
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By halving the number of physical cavities, dual-mode filtersprovide a substantial mass and
space savings. Dual-mode filters also allow coupling between non-adjacent cavities. This allows
for simpler realization of more complex filter functions, whic provides improved performance;
specifically lower attenuation in the passband and improvedselectivity [12].
Triple- and quadruple-mode resonators have also been produced. These designs have proven
to be very sensitive to manufacturing tolerances and have shown poor thermal stability. Although
triple-mode filters have been deployed in satellite multiplexers, filters employing more than three
modes per cavity have not as yet been deployed [10].
Dielectric resonators provided another major advance in filter technology. Although work
on dielectric resonators goes back to the 1930s, high performance thermally-stable dielectric
materials were not available until the 1970s [13, 14]. Sinceelectric fields are concentrated inside
a dielectric, dielectric filters provided a mass and volume reduction. The dual-mode dielectric
filter presented by Fiedziuszko [14] is an important exampleof dielectric filter advancement.
Many see high-temperature superconductive (HTS) designs as the next frontier in microwave
filters [2]. A very small filter with near-infinite unloadedQ can be constructed from HTS, pro-
vided it is cooled cryogenically to77 K. Despite the gains in performance and space that HTS de-
signs offer, concerns about the reliability and added complexity of cryogenic cooling has slowed
implementation of these designs in space applications.
2.2 Passive Intermodulation
Linearity is a crucial property for wireless communicationsystems. It is linearity, and more
specifically the superposition principle, that makes wireless communication possible. Superpo-
sition permits the combination and extraction of modulatedcommunications channels.
Like most engineering assumptions, the linearity assumption often is not perfect. In some sit-
uations, nonlinearity is tolerable; for example, nonlinear amplification in frequency-modulated
systems. In many situations however, nonlinearity can cause serious problems in communica-
tions systems.
When two or more signals are mixed in a nonlinear device, intermodulation products are
produced. These intermodulation products are a problem when they occur within the passband
of that system, or an adjacent system.
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Intermodulation products occur in three main areas [15]. The in erent nonlinearity of power
amplifiers and mixers results in intermodulation products at the transmitter and receiver input
stages. In passive, nominally linear components, intermodulation is produced by nonlinear as-
pects such as, nonlinear metallic contacts, poor or corroded connections, and nonlinear materials.
This is referred to aspassive intermodulation(PIM). While the nonlinearities in the receiver and
transmitter can be minimized by system isolation, this is not the case for intermodulation prod-
ucts in the passive components.
Dealing with passive intermodulation has been a problem in communications systems for
nearly seventy years. The earliest reference available describing passive intermodulation is in
theRCA reviewfrom 1937 [16].
PIM was first observed in space applications in the Lincoln Labor tories satellites LES-5 and
LES-6 in the late 1960s [10]. When devising methods for temperature compensation, the problem
of passive intermodulation must be considered. In order to address the temperature compensation
problem without incurring passive nonlinearity, an understanding of the mechanisms of PIM is
useful.
2.2.1 Intermodulation Theory
In order to understand the PIM problem, it is important to understand the basic mechanism of
intermodulation.
In general, the transfer function of a nonlinear device can be written as a Taylor series [1].




in + · · · (2.1)
This assumes a memoryless device.
The coefficients of the Taylor seriesan, depend on the properties of the nonlinear component.
Consider the case where the input voltage can be represented by hree sinusoids.
vin = V1 cos(ω1t) + V2 cos(ω2t) + V3 cos(ω3t) (2.2)
For simplicity, consider only the first three terms of the nonlinear transfer function.




The output voltage can be determined by substituting Equation 2.2 into the simplified transfer
function from Equation 2.3.
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The higher-order sinusoidal terms from Equation 2.4 can be reduced to first order sinusoids
using the following identities.
cos A cos B =
1
2




(1 + cos 2A)
The intermodulation will therefore occur at the following frequencies.
fim = mf1 + nf2 + pf3 (2.5)




(|m| + |n| + |p|) < 2
It can be shown that when all the terms in Equation 2.1 are considered, Equation 2.5 describes
the intermodulation frequencies wherem, n andp are any positive or negative integer. The sum
(|m| + |n| + |p|) defines the order of the intermodulation product [15].
This analysis can be generalized for akth order nonlinearity, with coefficientsmi. The order













wheremi is the set of all positive and negative integers less than theord r of nonlinearity.
This analysis can be used to determine the number of in-band intermodulation products.
Figure 2.4 shows the number of in-band intermodulation products for orders of intermodulation
from third to ninth, versus the number of channels.
Figure 2.4: In-band intermodulation products [15]
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2.2.2 Sources of Intermodulation
There are many potential sources of passive intermodulation. Identifying the source of PIM can
be difficult. In an early description of intermodulation in theRCA review, a case was described
where opening a window eliminated the intermodulation [16]. It is therefore important to recog-
nize potential sources of PIM. The sources of PIM can generally be divided into two categories:
contact nonlinearity, and material nonlinearity.
Contact Nonlinearity
It has long been understood that poor electrical contact between conductors can cause PIM [16].
In fact, this is the most common source of PIM in most applications [15]. There are a number of
issues that can result in problems with electrical connections.
A poor mechanical interface will produce poor electrical connection. Excellent surface fin-
ish and workmanship for mating parts is required to ensure good electrical connection. When
pieces are properly manufactured, a poor mechanical interfac is still possible if assembly is not
performed properly. For these reasons, stringent standards are in place for manufacturing and
assembly of parts that are potential sources of PIM [2].
Thin oxide layers or corrosion can also cause poor contact between components. Oxide layers
are present on the surface of most metals. This problem is more apparent in certain materials that
corrode or oxidize easily. For example, a10 − 100Å thick aluminum-oxide layer will form
spontaneously on a clean aluminum surface [17]. Electron tun elling and semiconductor action
through these oxide layers also causes nonlinearities where t y are present at a connection.
PIM can also be caused by microscopic cracks on the surface ofa material. Voltages across
these cracks can result in currents that produce PIM [10]. These cracks can be caused by stressing
the material.
Dirt and other contamination can also cause PIM [18]. This can be caused by hydrocarbons
or flux on the surface of the conductor.
Material Nonlinearity
Material nonlinearity is a bulk material property that cannot generally be avoided except by
avoiding nonlinear materials themselves.
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Ferromagnetic materials and carbon fibres for example exhibit nonlinear electrical properties.
Ferromagnetic nonlinearity is also hysteretic. This furthe complicates the PIM problem, since
the standard Taylor series analysis of the PIM phenomenon assumes memoryless, and thus non-
hysteretic nonlinearity.
Although many sources of PIM have been identified, it is important to note that the specifics
of each mechanism, and indeed the mechanisms themselves areoften not well understood [15].
2.2.3 Minimizing PIM
Addressing the PIM problem is complex. A large number of potential sources of PIM have been
identified, and some of them are not well understood. Generalguidelines are required to deal
with the various PIM sources at both the design and manufacturing stages.
• Workmanship: Workmanship may be the most important aspect of minimizing PIM. re-
cise mechanical tolerances must be adhered to. High qualitysurface finishes are required.
During assembly, surfaces must be clean and free of debris. Contacts must be protected
from corrosion and oxidation over their lifetime particularly for ground based applications
[17].
• Metal-to-metal contacts: Contacts between metals, particularly dissimilar metals, must
be minimized. This means that where possible, components should be constructed from
a single piece [19]. Where metal-to-metal contacts between dissimilar metals cannot be
avoided, an insulator or an alternative current path shouldbe provided. Exposure of metal
contacts to radiated signals must also be minimized.
• Bolted joints: The number of bolted joints must be reduced where possible. Where bolted
joints are necessary, mating faces must be held together at high pressures, at least70MPa
[19]. Pressure can break down the oxide layer on the mating face, which increases con-
duction and reduces PIM. In lieu of bolted joints, bonded joints should be used where
possible.
• Nonlinear materials: Nonlinear materials must not be used near the current path. This
excludes ferromagnetic materials, graphite, and plasticsfrom current path applications
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[15, 10]. In some cases, nonlinear materials coated with conducting materials are used.
For example, in the 1970s conductor-coated graphite materials began to replace Invar as
a waveguide structure [14, 20]. Since that time however Invar components have replaced
graphites in most designs as Invar production techniques have advanced.
• Cleanliness:Great care must be taken to ensure that parts are clean [19]. It is good practice
to clean parts immediately before assembly.
• Current density: Current densities must be minimized. This can be accomplished by
increasing the contact area, and using larger conductors [15].
• Thermal considerations: Thermal expansion induces stress and strain to a structure.
This can cause deflection at contact surfaces, which can cause nonlinearity. Temperature
change, and in particular temperature gradients, must therefor be minimized [15].
• Cavity perturbation: Tuning screws in the current path can cause PIM, and should be
avoided where possible. Where tuning screws are required, thy must be tight [15]. Once
tuning is completed, the tuning screw can be tensioned and epoxied in place, from outside
the structure.
• Connector cables:Cable lengths should be minimized. Low PIM cables should always
be used. Coaxial cables with steel conductors should be avoided. Minimize cable bending,
particularly at the base of the connector [17].
• Nonlinear components: Nonlinear components should be avoided wherever possible.
Components to be avoided in low-PIM applications include lumped dummy loads, cir-
culators, isolators, and some semiconductor devices [15].
• Isolation: PIM from high-power transmit components interfering with low-power receive
components is a common problem. The transmit and receive syst ms must be well isolated,
either through filtering, or physical separation [15].
• Frequency planning: Intermodulation frequencies should be considered in the frequency
planning stages. Even higher-order products can cause interference between transmit and
receive systems due to high disparity in power levels [15].
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2.2.4 Modelling PIM
Little work has been on modelling passive intermodulation.This is not surprising given that the
causes of PIM are complex and poorly understood. Also, it is difficult to isolate a particular PIM
source experimentally.
For the case of PIM at waveguide connections, Vicente recently reported a model for predict-
ing PIM [21]. Surface roughness means that the contact between the waveguides is never perfect.
The interface surface can be divided into metal contact zones (a-spots), and non-metal-contact
zones. Furthermore, the oxides or sulphides that form on allmetals mean that contact is further
reduced.
Experimental work has shown that PIM tends to be relatively independent of clamping force
up to a certain threshold, after which PIM drops off sharply.It has been postulated that this
drop-off is associated with the rupture of the oxide layer.
Figure 2.5: Side view of a waveguide connection. The dielectric onnection is not to scale, and
roughness is not shown. [21]
Figure 2.5 describes the system under consideration. The insulating dielectric (not to scale)
describes the oxide layer.
Three steps are required to produce a PIM model. A surface model is used to calculate the
contact area as a function of applied load. An electric contact model is proposed for contact
described in the mechanical model. Finally, PIM excitationis applied.
Surface models generally assume that surface peaks, or asperities, are spherical and statis-
tically distributed. The Greenwood and Williamson (GW) surface model was chosen for this
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study. This model assumes isotropy of the surface, uniform asperity density, and random asper-
ity heights.
Figure 2.6: Greenwood and Williamson (GW) surface model [21]
This model predicts that the contact between two rough surfaces is equivalent to the contact
between an infinitely hard surface, and a rough surface of Young’s modulusE ′. This model
is shown in Figure 2.6. The distancel is the interference distance, or the distance the asperity
has penetrated the flat surface. The roughness can be described by the standard deviation of the
surface heightsσ, the microasperity densityη, and the asperity radiusr.
Using this model to predict the contact area, an electrical an lysis is performed for two cases:
one where an insulating oxide layer exists, and one with metal-on-metal contact. A cracking
model for the oxide layer is used to denote where each model isused.
Figure 2.7: Third-order PIM level for three different surface topographies [21]
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Figure 2.7 shows the third order PIM for three different surface topographies. The trend of
these results match previous experimental measurements. This model has not however been fully
validated experimentally.
2.3 Temperature Stable Resonator and Filter Design
Research on the topic of temperature compensation for microwave devices can be split into three
broad categories:
• Limiting designs to using only materials with high thermal st bility with respect to dimen-
sion and RF properties.
• Attempting to control a component’s temperature, removingthe root cause of temperature
drift.
• Designing a device using materials with specific dimensional a d/or property drift, in such
a way that net temperature drift is low.
Each of these approaches has inherent advantages and disadvantages. Some important work
in the field of thermally stable RF design using each approach is presented here.
2.3.1 Thermal Stability and Material Science
The simplest way to ensure low temperature drift in a microwave filter is to use materials with
high thermal stability. Conductors must be dimensionally stable. Dielectrics must be both di-
mensionally stable, and have a stable dielectric constant.
Early designs requiring high thermal stability used Invar conductor [2]. Invar is an iron-nickel
alloy that exhibits exceptionally high dimensional stability. The coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) of Invar is approximately1.6 ppm/◦C (depending on the alloy). For comparison, the
CTE of aluminum is23 ppm/◦C. It will be shown in Chapter 3 that the absolute value of the
frequency-drift coefficient is approximately equal to the CTE. An Invar resonator or filter will
therefore exhibit a93% reduction in temperature drift.
When compared to other conductors such as aluminum and copper, Inva has a number
of drawbacks. A major drawback in many applications is its mass; the density of Invar is
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8050 kg/m3. By comparison, the density of aluminum is2700 kg/m3, nearly1/3 the weight
by volume. This is a major penalty in space applications where mass reduction is critical.
The poor machinability of Invar is another drawback. Duringmachining, Invar can exhibit
work hardening that can lead to warping. It also has a tendency to break up during machining.
For these reasons, constructing components from Invar is difficult and expensive.
Another design concern when using Invar conductor is heat dissipation. Resistive heating is a
major source of heat in the high power applications where waveguide filters are commonly used.
Heat generated inside the cavity walls must be dissipated tothe environment efficiently in order
to minimize temperature drift.
Since the thermal conductivity of Invar is10 W/mK, it conducts heat less efficiently than
other metals. The thermal conductivity of aluminum and copper are200 W/mK and400 W/mK
respectively. Invar will act as an insulator when compared to these materials, trapping heat inside
a waveguide [22, 23].
Invar filters deployed on the early Intelsat satellites wereimplemented using standard0.064
inch thick walls and standard flanges [10]. The first step taken to address the mass problem was
to reduce the wall thickness to less than0.030 inches.
In the 1970s and 80s, composite materials began to replace Invar in some designs [14, 10, 20].
These composites consisted of a graphite structure, with a high conductivity layer of silver to
serve as a conductor. These plastic fibre composites are lightweight, and exhibit dimensional
stability that meets or exceeds that of Invar.
Although graphite waveguides are lightweight and have highthermal stability, manufacturing
issues hinder their implementation. Graphite waveguides requi e elaborate quality control, and
are more difficult to manufacture than modern Invar waveguides. For these reasons, graphite
filters are rarely used today.
In the 1970s, dielectrics exhibiting high thermal stability, suitable for microwave frequencies
were beginning to be developed [10]. Although it had been known for many years that dielec-
tric resonators could be used to produce compact, low-loss filters, poor thermal properties had
precluded their use.
Fiedziuszko proposed the first dielectric filter that demonstrated substantial improvement
over existing technology in [14]. A dual-mode dielectric filter was proposed. This design was
made possible by the development of thermally stable, low loss ceramic dielectrics.
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The configuration proposed by Fiedziuszko is similar to metal-wall dual-mode cavity filters.
It consists of a series of cylindrical cavities, each supporting two perpendicular modes. The
resonant frequency of each mode is tuned by two screws at90◦ to one another. Coupling between
modes within each cavity is provided by a coupling screw betwe n the perpendicular tuning




Figure 2.8: Diagram of a dual-mode dielectric filter [14]
In this design, dielectric cylinders are mounted coaxiallyin each cavity. The dielectric is
mounted with a low-loss, stable material to ensure low temperature drift.
Since the fields are concentrated inside the dielectric, a substantial volume savings is
achieved. An 8-pole filter described in [14] provides a 12 times reduction in volume when
compared to an 8-pole dual-mode cavity filter.
Again, since the fields are concentrated inside the dielectric, the effect of the enclosure’s ther-
mal expansion is greatly reduced. The temperature drift of the dielectric is the dominant factor
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in thermal performance. By using a dielectric with a slightlynegative temperature coefficient,
near perfect temperature compensation is possible.
Since expansion of the cavity walls is no longer the dominantf ctor in thermal performance,
thin-walled Invar or graphite technologies are not required. The filter presented in [14] represents
approximately30 − 40% of the weight of a comparable graphite filter, and18 − 25% of a thin-
walled Invar filter.
Dual-mode dielectric filters are widely implemented in industry, however they are not suitable
for all applications. Resonant cavity filters are still oftenused for their power handling capability.
Where dielectric filters are appropriate, this design is alsolimited to dielectrics with high thermal
stability. Low-loss dielectrics such as sapphire cannot beus d because of their poor thermal
stability.
2.3.2 Temperature Control in RF Designs
Thermal drift in RF components can also be reduced by attempting to control temperature. Re-
search that implements this approach using both active and pssive cooling is presented here.
In [22], Atia proposed a dual-mode cavity filter that uses a het exchanger to reject heat more
efficiently. A dual-mode TE113 cavity filter is proposed. The cavity walls are constructed from
Invar.
Due to the poor thermal conductivity of Invar, heat tends to get trapped inside the Invar
cavity. In order to alleviate this problem, Atia proposes that thick copper irises attached to an
external heat exchanger be used to conduct heat out of the cavity. The high thermal conductivity
of copper, along with the large surface area of the heat exchanger allows heat to be dissipated
more efficiently. A cross section of the proposed filter is shown in Figure 2.9.
The filter shown in Figure 2.9 exhibits a dramatic reduction in temperature rise at a given
power level. At400 W, temperature increase is reduced by an order of magnitude when com-
pared to an all-Invar filter. Adding a heat exchanger howeverresults in an increase in mass and
volume over a traditional filter. Also, this approach requires low ambient temperature to provide
an effective heat sink.
In [24], Rosowsky and Wolk propose a satellite multiplexer that dissipates heat by means of
heat pipes. This multiplexer uses Invar waveguide to construct he filter portion of the multi-












Figure 2.10: Cross-section of a heat-pipe cooled waveguide [24]
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As the NH3 is heated, it evaporates and travels to the evaporation zone, near the perimeter of
the satellite. Heat is dissipated by radiation, the NH3 condenses, and the cycle continues. Since
the medium in the heat pipes is transported by capillary action, no moving parts are required. A
cross section of the waveguide and heat pipe are shown in Figure 2.10.
A large contact area is needed between the cavity and heat pipe. TE113 dual-mode filter would
provide the best electrical performance for this configuration. This filter however is too small to
provide sufficient contact area between the filter and the cooling pipes. A TE112 single-mode
cylindrical filter is used instead. This increased size addsma s to the filter.
In order to reduce the temperature of the irises, they are constructed from pure silver. This
allows for more efficient heat conduction when compared to Invar. The cavities are constructed
from Invar so that the drift in resonant frequency is reduced.
There has been substantial research on the subject of high-temperature superconductors
(HTS) to realize microwave filters [25, 26]. These designs use cryogenic cooling to achieve
miniaturization and performance gain. This approach can beused to realize a filter with
near-infinite unloadedQ. Temperature must be controlled actively to77K using a cryogenic
cooler. Questions about the long-term reliability of cryogenic coolers have prevented
wide-spread implementation of this approach.
2.3.3 Net Thermal Stability Approach
A third category of thermal compensation attempts to maximize the net thermal stability, while
using materials with low thermal stability. This involves choosing appropriate materials for parts
of a resonator geometry so that net temperature drift is reduc .
One such design is the hybrid mode dielectric resonator describ d in [27, 28]. The structure of
this resonator, shown in Figure 2.11, was proposed by Karp [29] and later used by Fiedziuszko
for oscillator applications [30]. It consists of two dielectri resonators, each connected to a
threaded rod. The threaded rods are considered to be dielectrics with low loss, and a lower
dielectric constant than the resonator. The threaded rods are mounted on a cylindrical conducting
enclosure. A wide tuning range can be achieved by turning thethreaded rods (tuning rods), which
moves the dielectric resonators along the enclosure axis.
It is assumed that all components are allowed to expand freely. Consider a change in tem-













Figure 2.11: Tunable temperature-compensated hybrid dielectric-resonator
according to,
la = lao(1 + αa∆T )
lb = lbo(1 + αb∆T )
L = Lo(1 + αc∆T )
ǫr1 = ǫr1o(1 + τb∆T )
a = ao(1 + αa∆T )
b = bo(1 + αb∆T )
c = co(1 + αc∆T )
ǫr2 = ǫr2o(1 + τa∆T )
lc = (Lo − lbo − lao) + ∆T (αcLo − αblob − αalao) (2.8)
whereαa, αb, andαc are the linear CTEs of the tuning rod, the dielectric resonator, and the
enclosure respectively. The dielectric temperature coeffici nts of the tuning rod and dielectric
resonator areτa, and τb respectively. The termslao, ao, lbo, bo, Lo, and co are the nominal
dimensions at ambient temperature. The nominal permittivity of the dielectric resonator isǫr1o,
and the nominal permittivity of the tuning rod isǫr2o. This analysis assumes linear expansion,
and linear temperature dependence of the dielectric constants.
The temperature drift of the entire structure’s resonant-frequency is dominated by two fac-
tors: the overall temperature coefficient of the dielectric(which is a function of the dielectric
temperature coefficientτb, and the CTE of the dielectric resonatorαb); and the variation of the
gaps between the dielectric resonatorslc. The gap variation is largely determined by the CTE of
the enclosureαc, the CTE of the tuning rodαa, and the tuning distancelao.
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By choosing appropriate materials, temperature drift caused by variation inlc can be reduced
or eliminated. This is accomplished by choosing the enclosure material, the tuning rod material,
and dimensions such that the second term of Equation 2.8 is cancelled. This will minimize
temperature drift for a given dielectric resonator.
Combline resonators and filters have been widely used in communication systems since
Matthaie presented the theoretical basis for their design in [31, 32]. Combline filters are well
suited to moderate- and narrow-band applications. Figure 2.12 shows a typical combline res-
onator.
In [33, 20], it was proposed that combline resonators can be designed for temperature stabil-
ity. It can be shown that the cavity resonance is heavily dependant on the capacitance between
the tuning screw and the partial resonator rod, and that a negtiv temperature characteristic for
this capacitance will result in a thermally stable resonance [33]. By using materials for the hous-
ing and tuning screw whose CTEs are significantly different, the temperature coefficient of the





Figure 2.12: Cross-section of a temperature-compensated combline resonator
Realizing a temperature compensated resonator using this approach required time-consuming
empirical work. Zaki later proposed a mode matching approach in orporating perturbation tech-
niques that allowed for temperature stabilization in simulation [4]. Tuning the resonant frequency
of a compensated cavity however degrades the compensation,which complicates implementa-
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tion of these resonators in filters. This approach works wellfor applications suitable to combline
resonators.
Another common approach to reducing temperature drift is toconstrain cavity expansion.
The work described in [34, 35] proposes two related designs that use this approach. The first
design, shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.14 uses a control-arm constructed from a low CTE material
such as Invar to constrain the expansion of one or more of the cavity surfaces. The deflection of





Figure 2.13: Sketch of a constrained-expansion temperatur-compensated cavity filter [34]
The amount of temperature compensation depends on several factors: the size and shape of
the cavity; the pre-tensioning of the control-arm; the CTE ofthe cavities and control-arm; the
placement of the control-arm; and the thickness of the deformed walls. The single parameter that
can be easily modified for tuning is the tension in the control-a m. This design is sensitive to the
thickness of the deflected walls. The appropriate thicknessof the wall must be determined in the
design phase.
Finding an appropriate material for the control-arm is alsoan issue with this design. Invar






Figure 2.14: Sketch of a constrained-expansion temperatur-compensated cavity filter, 2D view
[34]
Another design described in [35, 34] proposes a cavity resonator with one domed wall con-
structed from a material with a relatively low CTE such as copper, as shown in Figure 2.15. The
cavity will expand at a faster rate than the domed end cap. Since the edge of the dome is fixed
to the cavity by the retaining ring, this expansion will cause the dome to deflect inward. This
inward deflection compensates for the expansion of the cavity.
The temperature drift of the cavity shown in Figure 2.15 willdepend on the CTE of the cavity,
the CTE of the dome, and the thickness and shape of the dome. Thedom will need to be much
thinner than the other cavity walls. The only way to tune the compensation of such a resonator
is to change the thickness and shape of the dome by machining it.
A 1999 patent filed by Lundquist [36] proposes another temperature compensated filter based
on differential expansion. This design, shown in Figure 2.16 uses a high-expansion iris that pro-
trudes into the cavity. By constructing the protruding iris from a material with a substantially
higher coefficient of thermal expansion when compared to thecavity walls, the increasing pro-
trusion of the iris into the cavity shortens its electric length, thus compensating for the expansion
of the cavity walls.
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Closed end Open end
Low CTE domeResonator
Retaining ring
Figure 2.15: Domed-wall temperature-compensated resonator
Coupling iris
Compensating irises
Figure 2.16: Temperature-compensated filter with a high-expansion iris [36]
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Compensation in this design is driven by the differential coeffici nts of thermal expansion of
the compensating iris and the walls. It is therefore necessary to find a material with an extremely
high coefficient of thermal expansion. Furthermore, these compensating irises can only be used
on the filter ends since it would have a reciprocal effect on resonance on the other side of the iris,
thus increasing temperature drift.
Fitzpatrick proposed a constrained expansion design in [37]. This filter, shown in Figure 2.17,
uses an external compensator to deflect the end-wall of a dual-mode cavity. By constructing the
compensator from a low CTE material, the end wall will deflect inward reducing the electric
length of the cavity, counteracting the effect of cavity expansion.
The amount of compensation will depend on the end-wall thickness, as well as the differential
CTE of the control arm and cavity. By adjusting the tension in the control arm, compensation
can be adjusted. Tuning range of the compensation however islimited, and care must be taken
to avoid plastic deformation of the end wall which can lead tohysteresis.
Shape-memory alloys (SMA) are an interesting class of materials that can revert to a mem-
orized shape when heated. This property can be used to provide useful work when a bias force
is applied. This configuration is usually used in conjunction with resistive heating to construct
an actuator [38, 39]. If an SMA actuator is driven by ambient tmperature change however, this
configuration can be used to produce a thermally-driven actuator.
Such a thermally-driven SMA actuator can be used to produce atemperature compensated
resonator or filter. In [40, 41, 42], an SMA temperature compensator is proposed. The com-
pensator, shown in Figure 2.18, consists of tuning rod enclosed by a housing which is screwed
into the cavity wall. The motion of the tuning rod in and out ofthe cavity is facilitated by two
linear bearings mounted in the housing. As temperature incrases, a shape-memory alloy spring
expands to its memorized shape, compressing the bias spring. This decreases the penetration of
the tuning rod into the cavity, compensating for the effect of overall cavity expansion.
This design however, introduces a potential source of passive intermodulation at the weak
contact between the tuning rod and the lower bearing. Furthermore, the actuation of shape-
memory alloys is hysteretic with respect to temperature. There is an inherent drift associated
with this hysteresis, even if the forward and reverse temperature paths are perfectly compensated.
For the level of hysteresis exhibited by currently available materials, this means that a resonator



























Figure 2.18: Diagram of a shape-memory alloy compensator
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A bimetal is a planar component with two or more layers with substantially different coef-
ficients of thermal expansion (CTE). The differential expansio in the planar direction causes
a substantial out-of-plane deflection. There have been a number of temperature compensation
schemes based on bimetallic actuators.
An early proposal for bimetal temperature compensation waspre ented by Basil in 1977
[43]. The proposed resonator, shown in Figure 2.19, has bimetallic walls consisting of an interior
silver layer, and an external Invar layer. Since the entire cavity wall is a bimetal element well
constrained at the edges, the amount of deflection is limited. Furthermore, since the cavity is
principally constructed from Invar there is little mass savings. Also the temperature drift of a
comparable all-Invar cavity is already quite low.
Invar
SilverTuning screw
Figure 2.19: Compensated cavity with bimetallic walls [43]
In 1983 Jachowski proposed a bimetal compensator mounted onthe cavity wall [44]. The
wall-mounted compensator, shown in Figure 2.20 is designedto provide decreasing cavity per-
turbation as temperature increases, thereby counteracting the effect of cavity expansion.
The level of perturbation provided by a bimetal for a given temp rature change is a function
of the bimetal length. The amount of compensation is very sensitive to manufacturing tolerances
with respect to the length of the bimetal. It is therefore required that bimetal compensation be
adjustable.
Compensation adjustment is provided by the adjustment screwsho n in Figure 2.20. This




Figure 2.20: Wall mounted bimetal compensator [44]
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adjustment screw and the bimetal is a potential source of passive intermodulation (PIM) which
is a major issue in many applications.
In [45], a bimetal-compensated coupling iris is proposed byKich. One embodiment of this
iris is shown in Figure 2.21. In this embodiment, the electric length of the cavity is modified
by the bimetal actuator, rather than perturbing the side wall. The opposite actuation is therefore
required to compensate for cavity expansion; the bimetal must actuate into cavity with increas-
ing temperature. The embodiment described in Figure 2.21 show a weak intermetallic contact
between the bimetal and iris wall, which can produce passiveintermodulation.
bimetaliris
Figure 2.21: Cross-section of a bimetal compensated iris [45]
Kich also proposes a variable diameter tuning screw using bimetal elements, shown in Fig-
ure 2.22. The level of perturbation available for the given embodiment will be very limited, since
the curved cross-section of the bimetal element will resultin increased stiffness (and therefore
reduced deflection).
Another proposed bimetal compensator is shown in Figure 2.23. This bimetal compensator
proposed by Schmid in [46] uses an annular bimetal stack to provide actuation. The bimetal
stack actuates against a fixed housing that is screwed into the cavity end plate.
The bias screw shown in Figure 2.23 maintains tension on the tuning screw to keep it mated










Figure 2.23: Annular bimetal tuning screw [46]
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spring, and pushing the tuning screw further into the cavity. Since the tuning screw is mounted
in the end wall, the actuation reduces the electric length asemperature increases, compensating
for the expansion of the cavity.
By using a housing and tuning screw to mount the bimetal portion of the actuator outside
the resonator, a small gap is crated between the tuning screwand housing. Such gaps can cause
passive intermodulation in high-power applications, resulting in non-linear filter behaviour.
A compensator with the means of actuation positioned outside of cavity will pose a poten-
tial PIM problem at the point of insertion (c.f. Figures 2.18and 2.23). Thomson proposed a






Figure 2.24: Bimetal-actuated compensator with bellows [47]
The bellows, shown in Figure 2.24, is attached to a collar with a seal (generally a weld
or solder). The collar is mounted in the side-wall of the cavity or filter. A bimetallic actuator is
anchored to the collar outside the cavity, and actuates a rodenclosed by the collar. As temperature
decreases, the bellows is pushed further into the cavity, compensating for the overall expansion
of the cavity or filter.
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Although this design eliminates the PIM problem, it raises other design issues. The bellows
and seal must be conductors. It is difficult to construct the bellows from a conductor material
and achieve sufficient deflection without inducing plastic deformation, which results in hysteresis
with respect to temperature. Also, there must be sufficient thermal coupling between the bimetal
and the cavity to ensure that the compensation does not lag the filter drift.
2.4 Bimetal Theory
A bimetal is a two-layer material, each layer having a different coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE). When heated, the differential expansion in the layers of the bimetal result in a large
out-of-plane deflection [48]. Bimetals are most commonly used commercially in thermostats or
temperature sensors, and are often referred to as thermostatic bimetals.
Timoshenko provided the first detailed investigation of bimetal behaviour in [49]. This anal-
ysis provides a means to describe the complete bimetal traveover a given operating-temperature
range. This analysis assumes that the difference between thCTEs of each material remains
constant over the operating-temperature range. It is further assumed that the width of the bimetal
strip is small, and that friction forces at the bimetal supports are negligible. This work is used as
the basis for specifying actuation in commercial bimetals.
Timoshenko’s analysis from [49] is as follows. Consider the bimetal strip shown in Fig-
ure 2.25 under uniform heating fromTo to T . The CTEs of layers I and II areα1 andα2 respec-
tively, andα2 > α1. The width of the strip is unity.
Consider the elemental sectionp shown in Figure 2.25. Since sectionp is at equilibrium,
the following is true for the tensile forcesPi and bending momentsMi in each layer:















Substituting (2.9) into (2.11),


















Figure 2.25: Bimetal under uniform heating [49]
If the radius of the curved strip isR, then the bending moments can be expressed in terms of the

















In order to solve for the radius of curvature, another equation for R andP is required. Con-
sider the interface between the two metals. The elongation of the surface at the interface must be













The first term on each side of (2.14) accounts for the unit elongation due to thermal expansion,
the second term is from elongation from the axial forcesP1 andP2, and the third term accounts
for the difference in elongation from the neutral axis of each side to the interface due to bending.













= (α2 − α1) ∆T,
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It is often the case in industrial applications that the layer thicknesses are equal or nearly
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So for a100% change in the modulus fraction, the difference in the bimetal curvature is about3%.
Actuation is therefore principally dependent on differential expansion, and relatively independent
of material modulus.
The bimetal curvature indexed to temperature change is defined as the specific deflection, or
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(α2 − α1) . (2.19)
For commercially produced bimetals, flexivity is generallyspecified directly by the man-
ufacturer rather than calculated. The flexivity is very usefl in determining actuation for any
number of bimetal configurations. Consider for example a simply supported bimetal shown in
Figure 2.26.
The deflectiond of a simply supported beam can be found in terms of the flexivity k, the
temperature change∆T , the bimetal lengthL, and the thickness of the low CTE sidet1. Consider
the right-angle triangle from Figure 2.26 [48].






















R − t1 − d
t1
Figure 2.26: Simply supported bimetal strip
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Assuming that the deflectiond and thicknesst are less than10% of the length of the strip, then










A cantilevered configuration as illustrated in Figure 2.27 is also common in bimetal appli-
cations. It is generally assumed that the radius of curvature is constant. This assumption is not





R + t2 − d
t2
Figure 2.27: Cantilevered bimetal strip
Solving for the curvature using the right angle triangle from Figure 2.27,
(R + t2 − d)2 + L2 = (R + t2)2





L2 + d2 + 2dt2
.
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Again, assuming that the deflectiond and thicknesst are less than10% of the length of the strip,










Specific deflection is often used as an alternative to flexivity for specifying the actuation of a










The actuation of a bimetal can be specified in terms of either flexivity k, or specific deflection
a. The derivation of the flexivity (2.19) contains a number of assumptions. In practice, flexiv-
ity and specific deflection are derived experimentally. Standard experimental determination of
flexivity is provided in ASTM B388 [50] and DIN 1715 [51].
Flexivity is determined by measuring deflection for a simplysupported bimetal. The design
formula from ASTM B288 differs from (2.21) to account for someof the assumptions used in its




Specific deflection is determined by measuring tip deflectionfor a cantilevered bimetal. From
(2.23) and (2.25), the specific deflection is theoretically half the flexivity. The specific deflection
measurement will account for the effect of end constraints,unlike the derivation above. To
account for end effects, the relationship between flexivityand specific deflection is commonly
defined as [52, 53],
a = 0.53k. (2.26)
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Using the modified relationship between flexivity and specific deflection, the equation for the





while (2.25) is unchanged.
In practice the specific deflection can be temperature dependent. A specified flexivity of
specific deflection should also include a temperature range over which it is valid.
Note that the behaviour of various other bimetal componentsare pecified in terms of specific




In this chapter, an equation describing temperature drift in a lossless source-free region is derived
from Maxwell’s equations. This equation is valid for any passive component with a uniform
coefficient of thermal expansion; for example resonators, filters, and multiplexers constructed
from a single material. Using Maxwell’s equations it is demonstrated that the same equation
closely approximates temperature drift for a lossy source-fre region for practical expansion
coefficients. An approximate model for the contribution of iris expansion to temperature drift is
described. HFSS simulations are presented to validate thisapproximation. The metrics used in
this work to quantify temperature drift are described.
3.1 Generalized Temperature Drift in a Lossless Source-Free
Medium
It is important to understand and quantify the temperature drift problem before attempting to
address it. A thorough understanding of temperature drift is mportant when designing methods
to counteract it.
Consider a passive RF device where the field boundaries are provided by a structure with a
single linear coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). This category includes almost any passive
RF device including waveguides, filters, and multiplexers provided they are constructed from
materials with a single linear CTE.
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Assuming the device is allowed to expand freely, the normal str in ε and shear strainτ for
linear expansion are given by [55]
εx = εy = εz = α∆T
τx = τy = τz = 0
for a CTEα and a temperature change∆T .
Assuming the device is lossless, Maxwell’s wave equations mu t be satisfied [56].
∇2E = −k2E (3.1)
∇2H = −k2H




In rectangular coordinates, the electric field can be separated into component vector fields as
follows,
E(x, y, z) = âxEx(x, y, z) + âyEy(x, y, z) + âzEz(x, y, z) (3.3)
where(âx, ây, âz) are unit direction vectors.
Substituting (3.3) into (3.1),
∇2E + k2E = ∇2(âxEx + âyEy + âzEz) + k2(âxEx + âyEy + âzEz) = 0
reducing the vector wave equation to three scalar wave equations.
∇2Ex(x, y, z) + k2Ex(x, y, z) = 0 (3.4)
∇2Ey(x, y, z) + k2Ey(x, y, z) = 0 (3.5)
∇2Ez(x, y, z) + k2Ez(x, y, z) = 0 (3.6)
Since the scalar wave equations above are of the same form, the solution forms will be similar.
Expanding (3.4),









+ k2Ex = 0. (3.7)
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Using separation of variables, assume that any solution toEx(x, y, z) can be written as,
Ex(x, y, z) = f(x)g(y)h(z). (3.8)
This assumes that thex, y, z variations ofEx are separable.


























Each term on the left hand side of (3.9) is a function of an independent variable. For the sum of




































The solutions to (3.10) (3.11) (3.12) and (3.13) can take a number of forms. If there is a




whereA1 andB1 are constant coefficients. If there is a standing wave in thex-direction, the form
of f(x) will be,
f2(x) = C1 cos(kxx) + D1 sin(kxx), (3.15)
whereC1 andD1 are constant coefficients. Standing and travelling waves include fields for many
practical applications such as resonators, filters, and multiplexers.
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h2(z) = C3 cos(kzz) + D3 sin(kzz).
For the linear expansion case described above, the geometryis xpanding uniformly in each
direction.
Consider the expanded geometry after a temperature change∆T described on a scaled coor-
dinate system(x′, y′, z′) where,
x′ = (1 + α∆T )x (3.16)
y′ = (1 + α∆T )y (3.17)
z′ = (1 + α∆T )z. (3.18)
The solution to the wave equation described in the(x′, y′, z′) coordinate system is identical to
the original solution since the scaling of the coordinate system accounts for the expansion of the
geometry.
Let the phase constant after a temperature change∆T be,





Consider a travelling wave in thex-direction after a temperature change∆T . This behaviour










Transposing the left hand side of (3.20) back to(x, y, z) using (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18),
A1e
−jk′x(1+α∆T )x + B1e






x(1 + α∆T ). (3.21)
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Alternatively consider a standing wave in thex-direction. This behaviour is described by
(3.15), which re-written in the expanded coordinate systemis,
f2 = C1 cos(k
′
xx
′) + D1 sin(k
′
xx
′) = C1 cos(kxx) + D1 sin(kxx). (3.22)




x(1 + α∆T )x) + D1 sin(k
′




x(1 + α∆T ). (3.23)
Since (3.21) (3.23) are identical, the same relationship exists for both standing and travelling
waves.
It can similarly be shown in they andz direction that,
ky = k
′
y(1 + α∆T ) (3.24)
kz = k
′
z(1 + α∆T ). (3.25)
Substituting (3.23) (3.24) and (3.25) into (3.13),
((1 + α∆T )k′x)
2 + ((1 + α∆T )k′y)
2 + ((1 + α∆T )k′z)
2 = k2












Definingf(∆T ) as the frequency after temperature change∆T then,
k′ = 2πf(∆T )
√
µǫ. (3.27)






Consider a frequency point of interestfo (for example a band edge frequency or centre fre-
quency for a filter, or resonant frequency for a cavity). A change of∆T will cause a frequency
shift of,



















When the CTEα is small (as is commonly the case), the denominator of (3.30)is nearly unity,
The temperature drift is therefore approximately−α. Consider for example an aluminum filter




1 + −23 × 10−6 · 100 = −23.05 × 10
−6 ∼= −α.
The temperature drift is therefore approximately linear with respect to temperature.
3.2 Generalized Temperature Drift in a Lossy Source-Free
Medium
The derivation above assumes wave propagation in a losslessm dium. Consider the component
wave equations for a lossy medium [56],
∇2Ex(x, y, z) − γ2Ex(x, y, z) = 0
∇2Ey(x, y, z) − γ2Ey(x, y, z) = 0
∇2Ez(x, y, z) − γ2Ez(x, y, z) = 0
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where the propagation constantγ is,
γ2 = jωµ (σ + jωε) . (3.31)
The wave equations in a lossy medium are analogous to the lossl ss wave equations (3.4),





whereγ′ is the attenuation constant after a temperature change∆T .
Substituting (3.31) into the square of (3.32),
jω′µσ − ω′2µε = jωµσ
(1 + α∆T )2
− ω
2µε
(1 + α∆T )2
(3.33)
whereω′ is the angular frequency after a temperature change∆T .













(1 + α∆T )2
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jωµσ
(1 + α∆T )2
− ω
2µε





(1 + α∆T )2
(3.35)
Since(1 + α∆T ) ∼= 1, then(1 + α∆T ) ∼= (1 + α∆T )2. Therefore (3.35) is approximately true,
confirming the above hypothesis.
Equation 3.28 is therefore strictly true for the lossless source-free case, and approximately
true for the lossy source-free case. This approximation improves asα∆T approaches zero. From
(3.35) it can be seen that this approximation is equally valid for high or low loss for a given CTE.
Consider for example the four-pole inductive-iris aluminumwaveguide filter shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. This WR62 filter (0.311” height,0.622” width) has resonator lengths0.42”, 0.467”,
0.467” and0.42”. Iris widths are0.2975”, 0.19”, 0.19” and0.2975”.
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The CTE of aluminum is23 ppm/◦C [55], and the conductivity is2.326 × 107 S/m [57].
Assuming linear unconstrained expansion, the geometry after emperature change∆T will be
scaled by a factor of(1 + α∆T ).
In Ansoft HFSS, the geometry can therefore be specified in terms of the CTE and the tem-
perature change. This parameterized geometry can then be used to imulate filter response after
a temperature change∆T .
Figure 3.1: An inductive iris WR62 waveguide filter
Figure 3.2 shows the simulated filter response on the nominalgeometry, the simulated filter
response on geometry after a100 ◦C temperature change, and the calculated filter response using
(3.28). Figure 3.2 clearly shows that (3.28) provides an excellent approximation of the filter drift
for a CTE of23 ppm/◦C. Since the calculated drift shows excellent agreement for ahigh CTE
material like aluminum, it can be concluded that (3.28) can be used to calculate temperature drift
for any passive device with a uniform CTE.
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Figure 3.2: Drift for a lossy aluminum filter
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3.3 Iris Expansion and Coupling Drift
Consider a coupled-resonator filter in which the resonators are perfectly compensated. If res-
onance is perfectly corrected, does the effect of iris expansion on coupling cause significant
temperature drift?
Coupling and input resistance can be expressed in terms of thecoupling coefficientM , which
is proportional to the magnetic polarizability [58].
Consider a rectangular iris with lengtha and widthb. In [59], Cohn shows that the term
M/a3 is constant for a given aspect ratiob/a for a thin iris. These values are determined for a
range of aspect ratios in [59] and more recently in [60]. Similar relationships have been derived
for other iris shapes.
Assuming unconstrained linear expansion, thermal expansion does not change the aspect
ratio of the iris. Therefore, the termM/a3 is also constant with respect to temperature.
The couplingM(∆T ) after some temperature change∆T is,
M(∆T )




whereα is the CTE of the iris material. The ratio of the pre- and post-expansion coupling is,
M(∆T )
M
= (1 + α∆T )3 (3.36)
According to Equation 3.36, the coupling for a rectangular iris constructed from aluminum
(α = 23 ppm/◦C) will increase by0.7% with a 100 ◦C temperature increase. A temperature
increase of145 ◦C produces a1% increase in the coupling coefficient.
The coupling drift predicted by Equation 3.36 can be confirmed using full wave EM simula-
tions. The coupling coefficient is determined by calculating the eigenfrequenciesfm andfe for
a cavity, replacing the centre of the iris with a magnetic wall, and electric wall respectively. The





Consider a WR-62 waveguide cavity,0.661 inches in length, with a rectangular iris0.2 inches
by 0.1 inches. A finite element eigenfrequency simulation finds that,
fe = 13.0256GHz , fm = 12.78595GHz
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From Equation 3.37, the coupling coefficient is,
k = 0.009285
For an aluminum iris (α = 23 ppm/◦C) experiencing a145◦C temperature increase, the iris
dimensions increase by a factor of(1 + α∆T ). A perfectly compensated cavity is assumed, so
the cavity dimensions are left unchanged. A simulation similar to that performed on the nominal
iris provides the coupling coefficient,
k = 0.009378
which corresponds to a1% increase in coupling, as predicted by Equation 3.36.
It is useful to determine the effect of a1% increase in coupling on filter response. Consider a
four-pole cavity filter with no transmission zeros and the following characteristics: an1200 MHz
centre frequency,120 MHz bandwidth, and0.01 dB passband ripple.
Using the coupling-matrix model, the diagonal elements of the coupling matrix are zero for
tuned resonators. By scaling the coupling coefficients and input/output resistance by a factor of
(1 + α∆T )3, the effect of coupling drift can be modelled.
The drift of the coupling coefficients caused by iris expansio causes the lower band-edge
frequency of this filter to drift by−0.12ppm/◦C. The upper band-edge drifts by+0.12ppm/◦C,
each over a145 ◦C temperature change. An uncompensated aluminum filter will drift at
−23 ppm/◦C. The isolated drift from iris expansion is unlikely to be a significant factor in the
temperature drift problem.
Furthermore, near-perfect compensation of the resonatorsw uld be required for the drift
caused by iris expansion to be even distinguishable. The contribution to temperature drift of iris
expansion in a waveguide filter can therefore be ignored whencompensating for temperature
drift.
3.4 Metrics for Temperature Drift
When studying temperature drift and temperature compensation, i is important to have clearly
defined metrics for measuring and describing drift. In this work, temperature-drift metrics are
classified with respect to the thermal conditions of the piece under test.
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3.4.1 Uniform Temperature Distribution
An uncompensated device constructed from a single materialhat is allowed to expand linearly
will drift according to Equation 3.28. Equation 3.28 statesthat a frequency point of interestfo
will vary with temperature change∆T according to,
f(∆T ) =
fo
(1 + α∆T )
whereα is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion. This equation is valid for any frequency
point of interest; for example band-edges or centre frequency for a filter, or resonant frequency
for a cavity.
Sinceα∆T is much less than unity,f(∆T ) is approximately linear with respect to∆T (c.f.
(3.29)). Temperature drift is defined as the slope of the frequency-temperature curve indexed to
some nominal frequency. The nominal frequencyfo is defined as the frequency where∆T is
zero.





Figure 3.3 shows the resonant frequency drift of a rectangular aluminum resonant cavity in sim-
ulation (HFSS).
The units of temperature drift are◦C−1. However, drift is most often specified in parts per
million per degree Celsius (ppm/◦C). This allows typical values for temperature drift to be
expressed in whole numbers.
A compensated resonator or filter may not exhibit a linear respon e with respect to tempera-
ture. In some cases, the frequency will deviate both positively and negatively from its nominal
value. Consider the temperature response of a compensated resonator shown in Figure 3.4.
Positive deviation from the nominal frequency is denoted by∆fp, and negative deviation
by ∆fn. The largest of the two deviations is denoted by∆fmax whose sign corresponds to the











The following conventions will be applied in this work for specifying non-linear temperature
drift.
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Figure 3.3: Temperature drift calculation for an uncompensated aluminum resonator
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Figure 3.4: Temperature drift calculation for a compensated resonator
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• If drift is in only one direction, a single drift is given, with the sign denoting the direction
of drift, the same as the linear case.
• If frequency deviates both positively and negatively from the nominal frequency, drift will
be specified in one of two ways.
– Both the positive and negative deviation from the nominal frequency will be specified.
– Alternatively, the largest deviation from the nominal frequ ncy will be given and
referred to as themaximum driftwith the sign denoting the direction of drift. When
for example a negative maximum drift is given, it is implied that there is also an
unspecified (but lesser) positive deviation from the nominal frequency.
For example, the temperature drift from Figure 3.4 can be specified as either: a maxi-
mum drift of 0.63 ppm/◦C over a100 ◦C temperature change; or as having a drift of positive
0.63 ppm/◦C and negative0.41 ppm/◦C over a100 ◦C temperature change.
Note that for uncompensated components, temperature driftis nearly linear in the tempera-
ture ranges expected in most RF applications. The temperaturrange over which drift is specified
is therefore unimportant for uncompensated components; temperature drift is the same from0 to
80 ◦C as it is from50 to 120 ◦C. This may not be the case for compensated components. It is
therefore important to specify the temperature range over which drift is calculated for compen-
sated components.
3.4.2 Non-uniform Temperature Distribution
In applications where complex thermal conditions occur, temp rature distribution can be highly
non-uniform. In temperature-compensated devices, this non-uniform temperature distribution
can have undesirable effects on the temperature response ofa device. A new definition of tem-
perature drift is required that can quantify temperature drift under complex thermal situations.
Resistive heating is the largest contributor to non-uniformheating in RF components. Under




In certain applications, the thermal conditions for a deviccan be parameterized in terms of a
single varying temperature. By defining temperature drift with respect to the varying temperature
parameter, the definition of temperature drift described inSection 3.4.1 can be retained. Care
must be taken when comparing two devices using this approach; bot devices must be subjected
to the same input power and thermal conditions.
Consider for example a filter on a satellite mounted on a large heat-sink. The filter will be
radiating to other equipment on the satellite whose averagetemperature is that of the heat sink
denoted byText.
If the heat sink is considered infinitely large, its effect can be modelled by setting the mount-
ing faces of the filter to the temperature of the heat sinkText. All external boundaries are radiat-
ing to Text. The heat flux at the internal boundaries will be given by the resistive heating at the
interior walls.
Frequency points can then be calculated over a range of external t mperatures, or whichever
temperature is used to parameterize thermal boundary conditions. Temperature drift is defined as






In some cases, it is useful to define temperature drift over a range of thermal conditions, and for a
range of input power. Where input power and thermal conditions are varying, it no longer makes
sense to index temperature drift to temperature change.





When using this definition, the temperature range and range ofinput power must be specified
explicitly. Where drift is not indexed to temperature change, it will be referred to in this work as
frequency driftas opposed to temperature drift.
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For example consider a compensated filter whose centre frequency drifts as shown in Fig-
ure 3.5. Again, the positive and negative drift can either beexplicitly specified, or the maximum
drift can be specified alone.
The filter behaviour from Figure 3.5 would be described as having either: a maximum fre-
quency drift of−393 ppm; or a frequency drift of positive138 ppm and negative393 ppm in this
case, input power ranging from0.001 to 100 W, and external temperatures from20 to 120 ◦C.
When specifying frequency drift, the range of input power andexternal temperature should also
be specified.
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Design requirements for a temperature compensation schemeare presented in this chapter. A
general configuration for a variable length tuning screw is proposed that addresses these design
requirements. The susceptibility of this design to vibration is evaluated using mechanical eigen-
mode simulation. Compensation adjustment is demonstrated in simulation for a bimetal tuning
screw using Ansoft HFSS. A parameterized model is presentedthat can model bimetal actuation
and the expansion of a compensated component.
Existing mechanisms for temperature compensation of resonators and filters presented in
patents and literature tend to suffer from certain shortcomings. Some approaches provide lit-
tle or no adjustment of the temperature compensation [36, 34, 4 ]. Adjustable compensation
can account for manufacturing tolerances which can strongly i fluence compensation. Other ap-
proaches are inherently restricted to a particular design [28, 4], or introduce excessive mass or
power consumption [22, 24, 25]. Finally, some approaches introduce possible sources of passive
intermodulation [44, 46].
The following design constraints were considered when developing an approach to tempera-
ture compensation.
• General approach: The compensation must be general enough to be applicable to avari-
ety resonators and filters.
• Sufficient compensation:There must be sufficient compensation to produce a compen-
sated component constructed primarily from aluminum (CTE of23 ppm/◦C).
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• Adjustable compensation:Compensation should be adjustable to account for manufac-
turing tolerances.
• Limit PIM: The approach to compensation must not present a major risk ofpassive inter-
modulation.
It is proposed that a tuning screw combined with a bimetal elem nt can be used to produce
a tuning screw with a variable effective length. Inserting atuning screw into the side wall of a
resonant cavity reduces the resonant frequency [1]. Equation 3.28 shows that an increase in tem-
perature also results in a reduction in resonant frequency.A ompensating variable length tuning
screw must therefore exhibit a negative correlation between l ngth and temperature change. This
same configuration when applied to resonators in a filter, produces a compensated filter.
The configuration of the bimetal element can take a number of forms. In order for the bimetal
tuning screw to exhibit a negative length-temperature correlation, the bimetal must actuate to-
wards the cavity wall; the low-CTE layer must therefore face the cavity wall.
Possibly the simplest configuration is a cantilevered bimetal as shown in Figure 4.1. The
bimetal mounting screw is flattened at the base before an angled faced is added. The facet
increases the actuating length of the bimetal. A cantilevered bimetal element is mounted on a
tuning screw using a spot weld so that the bimetal length is perpendicular to the edge between
the facet and mounting face.
The effective length of the bimetal islb which is measured from the edge of the mounting face
to the tip of the bimetal. This is the portion of the bimetal that is mechanically able to actuate.
The width of the mounting face isw.
Another possible configuration is a double-sided bimetal, shown in Figure 4.2. This configu-
ration is essentially two cantilevered bimetals, with two facets. A two-sided bimetal will provide
more perturbation for a given effective lengthlb.
4.1 Mechanical resonance
In many applications, a filter will be subjected to vibration; satellite applications in particular
must survive vibration during launch. In order to gauge the bimetal tuning screw’s susceptibility















Figure 4.2: Double-sided bimetal tuning screw
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used to simulate the mechanical resonance is shown in Figure4.3. The geometry is based on the




Figure 4.3: Cantilevered bimetal model for mechanical resonance simulation
The length of the bimetal mounting screw measured from the top to the mounting face is
1 mm, and the width of the mounting facew is 0.02975”. The facet is angled at10◦ to horizontal.
The bimetal material properties are from a commercial bimetal supplied by Engineering Ma-
terials Solutions, Truflex P675R [61], used throughout thiswork. The thickness of the high-
expansion side (HES) is0.03”, with a modulus of12.41 GPa, and a density of7197 kg/m3.
The thickness of the low-expansion side (LES) is0.02”, with a modulus of147.55 GPa, and a
density of8110 kg/m3. The bimetal mounting screw diameter is0.119”, and material properties
for 3003 aluminum are used (147.55 GPa modulus,8110 kg/m3 density [57]).
Figure 4.4 shows the mechanical resonance for the geometry shown in Figure 4.3 over a range
of bimetal lengths. It can be seen that mechanical resonanceis ov r2500 Hz for bimetal lengths
below 4 mm. The bimetal lengths shown in Figure 4.4 cover the range of lengths that will be
practical for bimetal compensation.
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Figure 4.4: Bimetal length sweep for first mode of mechanical resonance
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A typical mechanical test for space qualification will comprise two types of vibration tests;
sinusoidal and random [62]. In [62], frequency is graduallyincreased from10 to 100 Hz. Since
the fundamental mechanical resonance of the bimetal compensator is so much higher than test
frequencies, the magnitude of any resonant excitation willbe small.
4.2 Modelling Compensation Adjustment
Manufacturing tolerances have significant impact on microwave components. If compensation
is easily adjustable, the level of compensation can be modified to account for these effects. For
the bimetal tuning screw described here, increasing the length of a bimetal strip will provide
increased actuation, and thus increased compensation. Once a bimetal tuning screw has been
constructed, the amount of compensation can also be tuned bya justing the depth of the bimetal
screw.
Since the field nearer the centre of a resonator is stronger than the field near the walls. A
bimetal tuning screw actuating at this increased depth willtherefore provide increased field per-
turbation, and therefore increased compensation. This tunability allows for adjustment of com-
pensation during the filter tuning process, so that manufactring tolerances can be accounted
for.
Consider a bimetal tuning screw with a diameterd, andtp threads per inch. The depth of
the bimetal tuning screw can be parameterized as follows to model the turning of the mounting
screw. Assume that the bimetal is parallel to the cavity length for a rotation angleβ = 0, as
shown in Figure 4.5.
The nominal bimetal depth isbdo, measured form the cavity wall to the top of the bimetal
strip. The bimetal depth can be parameterized with respect to screw rotation angleβ as,
bd = bdo +
β
tp × 360 .
All cavity dimensions expand linearly by a factor of(1 + α∆T ).
The actuation of the bimetal can also be parameterized with respect to∆T , and either flexivity
or specific deflection. By assuming a constant radius of curvate, and using (2.27) or (2.25), the
actuation of the bimetal can be fully parameterized. This model can be implemented in Ansoft
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a(1 + α∆T )
l(1 + α∆T )
b(1 + α∆T )
β
Figure 4.5: Parameterized model for simulating compensation tuning
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HFSS since it allows for parameterized geometries. (This modelling approach is described in
detail in section 4.3.)
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Figure 4.6: Resonant frequency v.s. bimetal mounting-screwrotation
Figure 4.6 shows the simulated resonant frequency for one full bimetal rotation using the
model described above, at∆T = 0 ◦C and at∆T = 100 ◦C. The bimetal diameterd is 0.122
inches, andtp is 60 threads per inch. A nominal depth of0.4 mm is used with a bimetal length of
3.8 mm, and a flexivity of2.07×10−5 ◦F−1. A WR62 cavity is used, so the cavity width is0.311”
and the height is0.622”. The nominal cavity length is0.83”. The difference between the two
lines at each point denotes the drift (although the drift is not linear with respect to temperature).
The cavity is compensated at the intersection between the two lines.
It can be seen from Figure 4.6 that the cavity is compensated at a screw rotation between
270◦ and315◦. Figure 4.7 shows the resonant frequency with respect to temperature at a rotation
of 270◦.
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Figure 4.7: Temperature sweep with bimetal mounting-screwpositioned at270◦
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Field perturbation in the side wall of a cavity will decreaseresonant frequency [1]. Increasing
the depth of the bimetal without rotation will therefore smoothly decrease resonant frequency.
Since a screw is used to change the bimetal depth, rotation will also occur. From Figure 4.6 it
can be seen that the perturbation response of the resonant frequency is smooth, despite bimetal
rotation. Any effect of rotation is overwhelmed by the depthchange.
It can be seen that any variation in resonant frequency caused by the rotation of the can-
tilevered bimetal is masked by the effect of the depth change. Rotating the bimetal mounting
screw can therefore be used as an effective method for adjusting compensation.
4.3 A parameterized model for a bimetal-compensated res-
onator
Consider a cantilevered bimetal inserted into the side of a rect ngular resonant cavity through the
broad wall as described in Chapter 4. The resonant frequency of a cavity decreases as it thermally
expands. Side-wall perturbation also decreases resonant frequency. In order to compensate for
temperature drift, the bimetal actuation should thereforeprovide lower perturbation as tempera-
ture increases. The low CTE side must therefore face the cavity wall, so that the bimetal actuates
towards the wall.
Figure 4.8 shows the bimetal strip in a relative coordinate system where actuation occurs in
the positivez-direction. The bimetal length and width are in the positivex- andy-directions
respectively. The origin of the coordinate system is at the bimetal’s end-constraint, on the low-
CTE side of the bimetal, closer to the cavity wall.
Assuming a constant radius of curvature, and a known specificdeflectiona, the entire bimetal
geometry can be specified in terms of a uniform temperature change∆T , the active bimetal
lengthL, and thicknesst.






















Figure 4.8: Parameterized bimetal geometry




The end points of the actuated bimetalx1, z1, x2, andz2 can be found as follows.
x1 = (R − t/2) sin(α)
x2 = (R + t/2) sin(α)
z1 = d − t/2(1 − cos(α))
z2 = d − t/2(1 + cos(α))
These equations, along with (4.1) provide a full accountingof bimetal actuation given the specific
deflectiona, temperature change∆T and the bimetal dimensions.
This parameterized model can be implemented in a full-wave RFsimulator that allows for pa-
rameterized geometries (for example Ansoft HFSS). Assuming linear expansion, the remaining
geometry will expand by a factor of(1 + α∆T ).
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Chapter 5
Experimental Setup and Measurement
Procedures
An experimental setup capable of performing uniform-temperature tests is described. This test
setup records and displays real-time temperature measurements, while allowing the user to con-
trol testing using software or hardware controls (or any combination thereof). This allows testing
to be set up then run remotely using remote access software. The problem of post-assembly resid-
ual strains is discussed, as well as the resulting measurement hysteresis. Temperature cycling
regimes designed to relieve these stresses are proposed andevaluated experimentally. General
guidelines are proposed for appropriate pre-test temperatur cycling. All measurements were
carried out at the Centre for Integrated RF Engineering (CIRFE) at the University of Waterloo.
5.1 Experimental Setup
At test setup is required that can perform uniform-temperature tests on temperature compensated
resonators and filters. The requirements for the experimental se up are as follows:
• Active heating and cooling with a range of at least−20 ◦C to 100 ◦C
• Automated data acquisition
• Programmable temperature profiles
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• Test piece and ambient temperature measurement
• RF measurement capability
• Portable data format
• Remote access and control
An environmental chamber is required to provide heating andcooling. Commercially avail-
able environmental chambers offer a number of cooling methods including liquid carbon-dioxide,
liquid nitrogen, and mechanical cooling. Mechanically cooled models can achieve sufficient
cooling for this application. This type of cooling is also more convenient than liquid gas cooling
since a gas supply is not required. For these reasons, mechanical cooling was chosen for this
application. Resistive electric heating is generally used in all models.
A MicroClimateR© bench-top test chamber from Cincinnati Sub-Zero was chosen;model
MCB-1.2-.33-.33-H/AC [63]. Specifications for the environmental chamber are shown in Ta-
ble 5.1.
The environmental chamber is controlled using a built-in Watlow 96 controller. This con-
troller can be used to run programmable temperature cycles.An RS-485 interface can be used to
run the controller remotely. This interface can be used to manually adjust and read the setpoint,
read the ambient temperature, start and stop programs, as well as most other functions of the
controller.
RF measurements are taken with an Agilent 8722ES vector network analyzer (VNA) which
uses3.5 mm coaxial test ports. The frequency range of the 8722ES is50 MHz to 40 GHz.
This VNA can be controlled, and data can be read using a general purpose interface bus (GPIB)
connection [64]. The programming specification is freely available so that custom software can
be written by the user.
Work piece temperature will lag ambient temperature, and must therefore be measured to
ensure thermal steady-state. A Fluke Omega HH506RA thermometer with a type K thermocou-
ple is used to measure work-piece temperature. This dual-input thermometer and data-logger
has a0.1 ◦C resolution. Temperature data can be read from the thermometer using an RS-232
connection.
A diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.1. A MTLAB program was
designed to control the environmental chamber, and to acquire and store all data. The software
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Table 5.1: CSZ environmental chamber specifications
Model MCB-1.2-.33-.33-H/AC
Internal Volume 1.2 cubic feet
Temperature range −73 ◦C to 190 ◦C
Cooling performance −40 ◦C in 25 min
−54 ◦C in 35 min
−68 ◦C in 60 min, from 24 ◦C
Heating performance 24 ◦C to 94 ◦C 10 min
24 ◦C to 190 ◦C 35 min
−34 ◦C to 24 ◦C 10 min
−68 ◦C to 24 ◦C 15 min
Temperature stability ±0.5 ◦C from−50 ◦C to 190 ◦C
±1 ◦C below−50 ◦C
Controller Watlow 96 programmable controller, RS-485 interface
Access ports Standard2” port located in the left wall
Electrical 115 V, 15 A, 10 ft. cord
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reads and sets the setpoint for the environmental chamber throug an RS-485 connection. The














control and data acquisition
marker (GPIB)
Figure 5.1: Experimental setup diagram
The work-piece temperature is read by the Fluke thermometervia a thermocouple. In some
early testing, the thermocouple was affixed to the work-piece using a spot weld. Subsequently the
thermocouple was affixed to the work-piece with KaptonR© tape. This provided a less permanent
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bond, while retaining good thermal contact and retaining the bond’s heat resistance. The software
reads the work-piece temperature using an RS-232 connection.
The VNA is connected to the work-piece (generally a resonator or filter) with copper coaxial
connectors. The VNA marker is read using a GPIB connection. The marker can be set manually
by the user, or set automatically using a marker search; for example, when readingS11 for a
resonator, a minimum marker search will measure the resonance.
All data is saved in a comma-separated plain text file, or optionally an Excel spreadsheet. The
text-based comma-separated format is preferred; using portable text-based data storage ensures
that data can be more easily post-processed using other software.
The data-logger software both stores, plots, and optionally displays results in real-time. Since
each point is appended to the data-file immediately rather than being stored in memory, any
unexpected interruption of the software does not result in complete data loss. Furthermore, the
results can be observed and analysed as they are read.
Having calibrated the VNA and started the data-logger software, testing can be managed
entirely from the computer, using the push-button controlson the CSZ environmental chamber,
or a combination of the two. The ability to run tests entirelyfrom the computer allows the user to
manage and observe tests remotely using remote access software such as the open-source VNC
[65] or Microsoft’s proprietary Remote Desktop [66].
Since thermal systems tend to exhibit large time constants,testing can be extremely time
consuming. The ability of this test setup to be automated andru remotely is a major advantage
as it allows for unattended testing. Long tests can therefore be setup then run unattended, while
allowing the user to check results, and if necessary manually adjust the testing remotely.
5.2 Experimental Procedures
Resonant frequency and filter measurements are extremely sensitiv to dimensional change.
Proper experimental procedures must be followed to ensure that accurate measurements are
taken.
After assembly, a resonator or filter will have some residualstrains that can affect thermal
expansion. This can result in resonant frequency hysteresis with respect to temperature. In
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industry, temperature cycling is performed before any testing to relieve residual strains. This
pre-cycle will eliminate any hysteresis caused by residualstresses.
Consider the temperature cycling described in Table 5.2. This pre-cycle has a100 ◦C temper-
ature range, with a temperature ramp of10 ◦C/min. Between temperature ramps, the setpoint is
held constant for2 min. Holding the piece at a constant temperature is referred to as a soak.
Table 5.2: Initial pre-testing temperature cycle
Step Type Time Details
1. ramp 6 min 20 to 80 ◦C, 10 ◦C/min
2. soak 2 min to
3. ramp 10 min 80 to−20 ◦C, 10 ◦C/min
4. soak 2 min to
5. ramp 10 min −20 to 80 ◦C, 10 ◦C/min
6. soak 2 min to
7. ramp 10 min 80 to−20 ◦C, 10 ◦C/min
Total 42 min
This pre-cycle was applied to an uncompensated aluminum resonator. After cycling, resonant
frequency was measured with respect to temperature. The results from this testing are shown in
Figure 5.2. The expected temperature drift for an uncompensat d aluminum resonator with a
coefficient of thermal expansion of23 ppm/◦C is also shown. The results exhibit substantial
hysteresis indicating residual strains have not been fullyre ieved.
Using a10 ◦C/min temperature ramp and a2 min soak does not allow sufficient time for
the ambient and device temperatures to reach the ramp limits. The effective cycling range is
therefore less than100 ◦C.
A longer pre-cycle is described in Table 5.3 that was designed to improve strain relief. This
cycle soaks for5 min between ramps to allow more time for device and ambient temperatures
to reach the ramp limits. This cycle is also longer than the previous pre-cycle at116 min from
42 min.
The pre-cycle described in Table 5.3 was again applied to an uncompensated aluminum res-
onator. The results following this pre-cycle are shown in Figure 5.3, which shows the resonant
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Figure 5.2: An uncompensated aluminum resonator after a42 min pre-cycle
Table 5.3: Extended pre-testing temperature cycle
Step Type Time Details
1. ramp 6 min 20 — 80 ◦C, 10 ◦C/min
2. soak 5 min —
3. ramp 10 min 80 — −20 ◦C, 10 ◦C/min
4. soak 5 min —
5. ramp 10 min −20 — 80 ◦C, 10 ◦C/min
6. soak 5 min —
7. jump 60 min Jump to step 3, jump count 2
3. ramp 10 min 80 — −20 ◦C, 10 ◦C/min
2. soak 5 min —
Total 116 min
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frequency, as well as ambient, device and setpoint temperatur s with respect to time. The set-
point temperature and ambient temperature read from the environmental chamber via the Watlow
controller areTset andTamb respectively. The temperature of the device under testTdev is read
from the Fluke thermometer. Resonant frequency is measured by setting the VNA marker to
track the minimum of theS11 signal. Thermal steady state occurs when the both ambient and
device temperature have converged.














































Figure 5.3: Full data set for an aluminum resonator after a116 min pre-cycle
The steady state resonant frequency response from the data in Figure 5.3 is shown in Fig-
ure 5.4 along with the expected temperature drift for an uncompensated aluminum resonator with
a coefficient of thermal expansion of23 ppm/◦C. Measured drift is−23.2 ppm/◦C compared to
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a predicted drift of−23ppm/◦C. The longer pre-cycle has completely eliminated any hystere is,
and the measured response of the uncompensated resonator closely matches the expected drift.























Increasing temperature (−23.2 ppm/°C)
Decreasing temperature (−23.2 ppm/°C)
Uncompensated (−23 ppm/°C)
Figure 5.4: An uncompensated aluminum resonator after a116 min pre-cycle
From this and other testing experience, along with consultation with engineers in industry,
the following guidelines for pre-testing thermal cycling were formed.
• Cycle temperature range should exceed the testing range
• Run cycles until the resonant frequency response is stable (5to 10 cycles)
• More cycling will be required after tuning the component
• Ramp rate must be finite to prevent thermal shock, but the exactrate is not important
• When using a high ramp rate, ensure the soak between ramps is sufficient for the device
temperature to reach the setpoint
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• Further cycling is required if hysteresis if observed
Following these guidelines for temperature cycling will ensure accurate measurements for




In this chapter, bimetal compensation of a single resonatoris discussed. A prototype WR-62 res-
onator is described. The procedure for fixturing and adjusting b metal compensation is described.
Experimental results are presented for a single bimetal-compensated resonator.
6.1 Rectangular resonator prototype
In order to prove the concept of bimetal compensation in resonators, a simple prototype resonator
is required. An aluminum WR-62 waveguide cavity0.83 inches in length is chosen for this
purpose.
Figure 6.1 shows scale drawings of the prototype design. Thewav guide is constructed from
an upper and lower half which are connected by a bolted horizontal flange. An iris plate and end
plate are also constructed from aluminum. All wall and iris thicknesses are0.04 inches.
The prototype described in Figure 6.1 is designed so that thebim tal can be positioned arbi-
trarily with respect to orientation and depth. This is accomplished using nested mounting screws;
an outer positioning screw, and the inner screw on which the bim tal is mounted. Locking nuts
are used on each nested screw to fix them in place once adjusted. Note that the nested mounting
screws were used to assess the sensitivity of the bimetal compensator to orientation.
Figure 6.2 shows a photograph of the prototype aluminum resonator. The thermocouple used
to measure the device temperature is shown spot welded to thebimetal tuning screw. In later
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Figure 6.1: Scale drawings of the resonator prototype (1:1,all dimensions in inches)
testing, the thermocouple was affixed to the resonator itself u ing KaptonR© tape. This allows for
good thermal contact, with a less permanent and therefore moconvenient fixture.
Excitation is provided by a coaxial to WR-62 transition, whichs connected to the network
analyzer. The external positioning screw is constructed from aluminum, however the bimetal
mounting screw is a standard4-40 steel machine screw.
6.2 Experimental Results
The resonator described in Figure 6.3 was used to implement bimetal compensation for a single
resonator. The goal in implementing bimetal compensation was to minimize temperature drift
while minimizing the intrusion of the bimetal into the cavity. The bimetal was mounted and
adjusted as follows.
In simulation, an approximate length for the bimetal was calcul ted. The bimetal strip was







Figure 6.2: Prototype compensated resonator
desired length. The cavity should therefore be slightly over-compensated. The bimetal and
positioning screw are locked using the nut so as to act as a single screw.
A zero-position for the screw is chosen so that the bimetal iss close to the cavity wall as
possible, while still leaving room for actuation. The screwposition is measured by inserting the
screw as far as possible (until it touches the opposite wall)and noting the number of turns back
from that point to the zero position.
An initial temperature cycle was performed with the bimetalat the chosen zero-position.
Since the initial bimetal length is longer that the expectedfinal length, the cavity should be over-
compensated. The bimetal length is trimmed and this procedure is repeated until the resonator
exhibits slightly negative temperature drift.
Since the field is stronger in the centre of the cavity, increasing the depth of the bimetal
will provide increased compensation. Once the compensatedcavity exhibits slightly negative
temperature drift, the bimetal depth can be changed to adjust compensation so that the lowest
possible temperature drift is achieved.
Figure 6.3 shows the resonant frequency drift with respect to temperature for a bimetal-
compensated aluminum cavity after fixturing and adjusting the bimetal. The measured tempera-
ture drift is−0.382 ppm/◦C compared to an uncompensated drift of−23 ppm/◦C. These results
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demonstrate that very low temperature drift can be achievedfor a single resonator using bimetal
compensation.





























In this chapter the implementation of bimetal compensationfor a filter is described. The coupling
between compensation and resonant frequency tuning is examined in simulation. A prototype
bimetal-compensated filter is presented. A method for tuning filter compensation is presented
which is based on the Ness method of filter tuning. Experimental results are provided for the
bimetal-compensated prototype filter.
7.1 Independence of Bimetal Compensation
If bimetal-compensated resonators are to be used to producecompensated filters, implementation
is simpler if compensation is independent of resonant frequency tuning. If resonant frequency
tuning and compensation are found to be independent, then compensation can be adjusted fol-
lowed by filter tuning without requiring iteration.
Figure 7.1 shows the simulated response of a compensated resonator using a parameterized
geometry model in HFSS (c.f. Section 4.3). The response is tuned by inserting a0.119 inch
diameter tuning screw opposite the compensator to a depth of0.5 mm and1 mm. This results
in resonant frequency tuning of−0.6% and−1.8% respectively. From Figure 7.1 it can be seen
that compensation is maintained as resonant frequency is tuned.
The normalized resonant frequencies for each level of tuning are shown in Figure 7.2. By
superimposing the normalized resonances, the relative effect of frequency tuning on thermal
compensation can be seen in more detail. The drift with no tuning is positive0.80 ppm/◦C
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0.5 mm tuning screw
1 mm tuning screw
Figure 7.1: The effect of resonant frequency tuning on compensation
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and negative0.86. Inserting the tuning screw0.5 mm, which tunes the resonant frequency by
−0.6%, results in a drift of positive0.65ppm/◦C and negative1.16ppm/◦C. Finally, inserting the
tuning screw1 mm which, tunes the resonant frequency by−1.8%, results in a drift of positive
0.20 ppm/◦C and negative1.57 ppm/◦C. A large resonant frequency tuning has a small effect
on compensation, therefore iterative filter tuning and compensation adjustment is not required.























0.5 mm tuning screw
1 mm tuning screw
Figure 7.2: Normalized resonant frequency of a compensatedresonator after tuning
7.2 Adjusting Compensation for a Filter
To implement bimetal compensation in a coupled-resonator fil e , compensation must be applied
and adjusted for each resonator. The resonant frequency of each cavity can not be easily obtained
from the filter response. In order to adjust compensation fora filter however, the resonance of
each cavity must be measured.
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The following method for measuring resonance and adjustingcompensation for each cavity
is based on the Ness method of filter tuning [67]. If all but thefirst resonator are removed from
a lossless Chebyshev bandpass filter, the group delayΓd is given by,
Γd =
1 (ω2 + ω2o) g0g1














whereω is the angular frequency,ω1 andω2 are the band edge frequencies,ωo is the centre
frequency, andg0, g1 are the normalized low-pass prototype values associated with the filter
[67, 58]. The phase ofS11 is,














Consider a six-pole Chebyshev filter with the characteristicsshown in Table 7.1. The re-
Table 7.1: Design parameters six-pole Chebyshev filter
order 6
centre frequency 1200 MHz
passband ripple 0.01 dB
bandwidth 120 MHz
sponse of this filter calculated using the coupling-matrix model is shown in Figure 7.3. The
theoretical group delay and phase at the input port for this filter with all but the first resonator re-
moved (Equation 7.1 and Equation 7.2 respectively) are shown in Figure 7.4. The eigenfrequency
of the first resonator is the frequency at which the peak groupdelay and the±180 zero-crossing
of the phase occur.
This information can be used to find the first-resonator eigenfrequency of a filter. Shorting all
but the first resonator using a tuning screw will effectivelyremove these resonators by shifting
their effect from the frequency range of interest.
Short-circuiting these resonators can be approximated in the coupling-matrix model. The
resonance of each cavity is associated with the corresponding diagonal element in the coupling
matrix. For resonatorn, the diagonal element of the coupling matrixM(n, n) is zero when the
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Figure 7.4: Theoretical phase and group delay with all but the first resonator removed
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corresponding resonator is tuned. The shorting of a resonator c n be approximated by highly
detuning that resonator; in the coupling-matrix model thiscan be accomplished by setting the
corresponding diagonal element to some large number, for exampleM(n, n) = 100.
Figure 7.5 shows the group delay and phase for the six-pole filter described above with res-
onators2 through6 shorted in the coupling-matrix model by settingM(n, n) = 100 where
n = 2 · · · 6. Comparing Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.4, it can be seen that sorting resonators2 through







































Figure 7.5: Filter with 2nd to 6th resonators shorted
the first resonator can be measured by shorting the subsequent reso ators, and measuring the
frequency at which the peak group delay or phase zero-crossing occur (12 GHz in this example).
By measuring the resonance at two or more temperatures over the range of interest, the tem-
perature drift of a compensated filter can be measured. The depth of the bimetal compensator
for that resonator can be adjusted, and the drift measurement repeated until the drift is zero, or
below some acceptable threshold.
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A similar metric for the subsequent resonators is required to apply this procedure to each
resonator in the filter. Consider the second resonator. If resonators three through six are shorted,
the group delay will exhibit two peaks; the lower-frequencypeak is associated with the first
resonator, and the higher-frequency peak is associated with the second resonator. There is also a
phase zero-crossing associated with each of the first two resonances. The group delay and phase
calculated using the coupling-matrix model for the six-pole filter with resonators three through

































Figure 7.6: Filter with 3rd to 6th resonators shorted
It is undesirable to have any residual drift in the first resonat r affecting the measurement of
the second resonance. By detuning the first resonator, the peak and phase crossing associated
with the first resonance is moved out of the frequency range ofinterest. The phase zero-crossing
is similarly moved to a lower frequency.
As the first resonator is detuned, the group delay peak associated with the second resonance
becomes higher and narrower. Similarly, the slope of the phase crossing becomes larger.
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This detuning can be simulated by substituting the associated diagonal element of the cou-
pling matrixM(n, n) with a positive non-zero number. Figure 7.7 shows the phase and group
delay for the six-pole filter with the third through sixth resonators shorted, and with the first
resonator progressively detuned by settingM(1, 1) to 0.5, 1, and5.
The frequency at which the peak of the group delay occurs, or the phase zero-crossing cor-
respond to the resonance of the second cavity. This measurement will approach the resonant
frequency as the second resonator is progressively detuned.
Experimentally, if the first resonator is detuned so far thatit is effectively shorted, the peak
and phase zero-crossing will disappear. In practice, the first resonator must be detuned just far
enough that the measurement can be made.
This metric requires that the change in resonance be measured, and accurate measurement
of the absolute value of the resonance is not required. From Figure 7.7, it can be seen that the
phase-crossing and group delay peak are slightly higher than12 GHz (the actual resonance). This
measurement is still appropriate since it can be used to measur relative change in resonance.
Again, by cycling the filter temperature and measuring the drift of the second resonator, the
associated compensation can be adjusted to achieve acceptable drift.
A similar procedure is used to measure subsequent resonances. When end resonators are
shorted, a local group delay peak and a phase zero-crossing is associated with the resonance
of each un-shorted resonator, with the highest-frequency peak associated with the last tuned
resonator whose resonance will be measured. This is shown for the third resonator of the six-
pole filter in Figure 7.8. Be detuning the preceding resonators, a single group delay peak and
phase zero-crossing will appear associated with the resonator of interest. This detuning is shown
for the third resonator in Figure 7.9. The phase peak again becom s narrower and higher, while
the phase zero-crossing also becomes narrower.
Note that resonance can be measured from either filter port. Fr a six-pole filter for example,
resonances1 through3 can be measured from port1, while resonances4 through6 are measured
from port2.
Theoretically, either of the phase or group delay signals can be used to measure resonance,
and adjust compensation. The phase zero-crossing appears to be a superior metric. The±180◦
zero-crossing is unambiguous, whereas any flatness in the group delay peak can lead to an im-
precise resonance measurement. Furthermore, the group delay is calculated from the phase mea-
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Figure 7.8: Filter with 4rd to 6th resonators shorted
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detuning resonators 1 and 2
detuning resonators 1 and 2
Figure 7.9: Filter with 1st and 2nd resonators progressively d tuned, resonators 4-6 shorted
(M(1, 1) = M(2, 2) = 0.1, 1, 2)
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surement by the network analyzer. The group delay being a derivative of the phase, the calculated
derivative is adversely affected by small amounts of noise in the phase measurement. The group
delay signal therefore tends to be extremely noisy in practice.
The accuracy of the phase measurement however is adversely affected by temperature change
in the input cables. Typical coaxial input cables exhibit large temperature dependence for phase
measurements. The phase signal exhibits a positive shift astemperature increases. This renders
the phase measurement unacceptably inaccurate unless specialized phase-stable input cables are
used, such as silicone dioxide cables.
The group delay measurement however is not affected by this temperature-induced phase-
shift, since it is a derivative of the phase. Therefore, whenphase-stable coaxial cables are avail-
able, the phase zero-crossing should be used to measure resonance and adjust compensation.
Otherwise, the peak group delay must be used.
The procedure for adjusting compensation for anN -pole filter can be summarized as follows:
• Short the second throughN th resonators.
• Measure the peak group delay or phase zero-crossing over a range of temperatures and
calculate the drift.
• If the drift is positive, reduce the depth of the bimetal compensator. If the drift is negative,
increase the depth. If the drift is positive and the compensator is too close to the cavity
wall, the compensator is too long and the length must be trimmed.
• Repeat the drift measurement and compensation adjustment until he measured drift is
acceptably low.
• Remove the short from the second resonator, and detune the first resonator until a single
narrow group delay peak and phase zero-crossing are observed. If the group delay peak or
phase zero-crossing disappear, reduce the detuning of the first resonator until it reappears.
• Measure the peak group delay or phase zero-crossing over a range of temperatures and
calculate the drift.
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• If the drift is positive, reduce the depth of the second bimetal compensator. If the drift is
negative, increase the depth. If the drift is positive and the compensator is too close to the
cavity wall, the compensator is too long and the length must be trimmed.
• Repeat the drift measurement and compensation adjustment until he measured drift for
the second resonator is below the desired threshold.
• Remove the short from the subsequent resonator, and detune the preceding resonator until
a single narrow group delay peak and phase zero-crossing areobserved. If the group delay
peak or phase zero-crossing disappear, reduce the detuningof the input resonators until it
reappears.
• Measure the peak group delay or phase zero-crossing over a range of temperatures and
calculate the drift.
• Repeat the drift measurement and compensation adjustment until he measured drift is
below the desired threshold.
• Repeat this procedure for subsequent resonators until compensation for half the filter has
been tuned.
• Repeat the entire procedure for the other half of the filter using the opposite port.
• Once compensation for each resonator has been tuned, tune the filter and measure the drift
of the band edges and centre frequency.
7.3 Compensated Filter Prototype
In order to test bimetal compensation for an aluminum filter,a prototype filter is required. A four-
pole WR-62 inductive-iris Chebyshev filter was constructed forthis purpose. Scale drawings of
the filter are shown in Figure 7.10. Detailed dimensions for the filter are shown in Table 7.2.
The filter is constructed in two halves from 2024 aluminum. Tuning screws for each resonator
and iris are inserted into the top of the filter, while bimetalmounting screws are inserted into the
bottom wall. Filter dimensions were chosen as a compromise between dimensions appropriate
for an uncompensated and compensated implementation.
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Figure 7.10: Scale drawings of a prototype compensated filter (all dimensions in inches)
Table 7.2: Filter prototype dimensions
order 4
waveguide WR-62 (0.622 inch width,0.311 inch height)
resonators 1 and 4 0.687 inches
resonators 2 and 3 0.751 inches
irises 1 and 4 0.346 inches wide, full height
irises 2 and 3 0.224 inches wide, full height
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dowel pins
Figure 7.11: Prototype filter, assembled and disassembled
The filter prototype is shown assembled and disassembled in Figure 7.11. Two dowel pins
are used to ensure the filter halves are aligned properly whenassembled. This is particularly
important for the screw threads that span both halves.
The prototype design initially used a larger diameter bimetal mounting screw to allow for
easier insertion of the compensator into the cavity. An error in the drawings resulted in a bottom
wall that was too thin to accommodate the desired screw size.A finer thread was required to
reduce the chance of thread tear-out; a 4-40 UNF screw was used for this purpose.
7.4 Experimental Results
Bimetal filter compensation was implemented in the prototypedescribed in Section 7.3.
The procedure for adjusting compensation described in Section 7.2 was used to adjust com-
pensation for each cavity. The group delay metric was used tomeasure resonance since phase-
stable input cables were not available at the time of testing.
Figure 7.12 shows the response for the compensated filter at ambient temperatures of20, 50,
80, and110 ◦C. It can be seen that the filter is well-compensated; drift is difficult to distinguish
from the full filter response. Figure 7.13 shows the−15 dB band edges and centre frequency
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T = 20 °C
T = 50 °C
T = 80 °C
T = 110 °C
Figure 7.12: Filter response for a 4-pole bimetal-compensat d filter
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over a range of temperatures. From Figure 7.13 it can be seen that the filter is slightly over-
compensated, exhibiting a positive drift of approximately2.35 ppm/◦C.
























Figure 7.13: Band edges and centre frequency for a 4-pole bimetal-compensated filter
The peak group delay metric was used to measure resonance in each cavity and adjust com-
pensation. The phase zero-crossing metric is more precise,however this metric can only be used
when temperature-stable phase measurement is possible. Phase drift introduced by heating of
the input cables renders the phase zero-crossing metric unacceptably inaccurate. The less pre-
cise peak group delay metric is likely the cause of the positive measured temperature drift of the
filter.
A temperature drift of−0.382 ppm/◦C was achieved for a single compensated cavity (c.f.
Chapter 6). Given a more precise measurement of the resonanceof each cavity in the filter, it is
expected that the drift of the compensated filter will approach this value.
From Figure 7.13 it can be seen that the lower and upper band-edges drift at2.34 and
2.36 ppm/◦C respectively, while the centre frequency drifts at2.35 ppm/◦C. The difference
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between the drift of the band edges is0.02 ppm/◦C. The fact that the band-edges drift at nearly
the same rate, along with the fact that the return loss in the pass-band is quite constant show that
the filter exhibits minimal detuning with temperature change.
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Chapter 8
Multiphysics Modelling of Power Handling
for Bimetal Compensated Filters
Thermal effects on RF devices involve complex coupling betwen thermal, mechanical, and
electro-magnetic phenomena. A multiphysics approach is proposed which consists of inter-
dependent mechanical, electrical, and thermal simulations. This approach uses the arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method to model the geometric interdependence. Models are pro-
vided to simulate temperature drift under uniform temperature conditions, distributed tempera-
ture profiles due to resistive microwave heating under high power, and finally, temperature drift
given arbitrary thermal boundary conditions for compensated components under high-power.
These simulations are used to examine the power handling capability of bimetal compensated
filters. The effect of input power on a cantilever bimetal compensator is simulated. The results
of this simulation imply that a shorter compensator helps toimprove power handling capabil-
ity. Power handling is evaluated using a two-sided bimetal compensator with both one and two
compensators.
8.1 Multiphysics Modelling
Parameterized modelling of thermal expansion and bimetal ac uation requires a number of as-
sumptions; for example uniform temperature distribution,unconstrained expansion, and constant
bimetal curvature radius (c.f. Section 4.3). In applications where these assumptions are unaccept-
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able, a more complex modelling approach is required. In the general case, thermo-mechanical
simulation is required to model the dimensional changes that provide compensation.
As more complex approaches to temperature compensation areexplored, a set of simulation
tools are required that can account for complex thermal conditi s including resistive heating
and associated dimensional change. Furthermore, a full-wave electro-magnetic simulation must
be solved on the deformed geometry to determine compensatedresponse.
The geometric interdependence is problematic, particularly in cases where there is significant
deformation. The arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method can be used to model a moving inter-
face between two simulations [68]. The arbitrary Lagrangia-Eulerian method was developed
to model fluid-structure interactions. This method is used hre to model interaction between an
electromagnetic field and a structure. This can account for interdependence between thermo-
mechanical deformation and RF simulations. Simulations which account for multiple coupled
phenomena (such as electrical and mechanical) are often refrred to as multiphysics simulations
[69].
In this work, these simulations are implemented in the COMSOLMultiphysics software
package (previously known as FEMLAB) which can solve structural, full-wave RF, thermal, and
arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian simulations [57]. Each simulation module can be solved sepa-
rately or simultaneously, and can be coupled arbitrarily.
8.1.1 Uniform Temperature Mechanical-RF Simulation
Many approaches to temperature compensation exploit thermally-induced dimensional change
to reduce temperature drift by combining materials with different thermal expansion coefficients
[28, 35]. By assuming uniform temperature change, a baselinetemperature drift can be estab-
lished. In order to model these devices in the general case, acombined mechanical-electrical
simulation is required.
This multiphysics simulation is constructed as follows. A component’s dimensions are given
at some nominal temperature. Change from that temperature∆T will cause thermally-induced
stress and strain. The relevant output from the mechanical simulation is the dimensional change
(u, v, w) at each point in the geometry. Although∆T can be specified arbitrarily at each point,
consider first the case of uniform temperature change.
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The electro-magnetic problem must be solved on the deformedgeometry. The arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian method is used to calculate a deformedsh corresponding to the output
of the mechanical simulation [57].
Finally, a full-wave RF simulation is performed on the deformed mesh. A schematic of the













Figure 8.1: Multiphysics uniform-temperature mechanical-RF simulation routine
8.1.2 Resistive Heating Simulation
In high-power applications, resistive heating is a significant thermal factor. A multiphysics ap-
proach is required to model this phenomenon since the resistive heat flux must be extracted from
the RF solution.
Given input powerPin, an RF simulation is used to calculate the time-average resistive heat
flux distributionQsav at the interior boundaries.
The resistive heat flux from the RF simulation is input to the thrmal simulation. Given the
thermal boundary conditions, the thermal simulation produces the temperature distribution. A
schematic of this multiphysics simulation is shown in Figure 8.2.
8.1.3 Resistively heated Thermal-Mechanical-RF Simulation
In order to quantify the performance of a thermally-compensated component undergoing resis-










Figure 8.2: Multiphysics resistive heating simulation routine
be considered. The interdependence of the RF, thermal and structural modules complicates the
solution procedure. COMSOL Multiphysics is capable of solving modules simultaneously, how-
ever the resulting solution matrix for the simulation proposed below has a degree of freedom so
large that it cannot be solved on a desktop computer. An iterated solution must be used to handle
the interdependence.
Consider a component with input powerPin. An initial RF solution is required to find the
nominal resistive heat fluxQsav.
The thermal simulation must then be solved using the calculated heat flux. The output of the
thermal simulation is the temperature distribution, whichis input to the mechanical simulation.
The arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method uses the dimensional change from the mechanical
simulation to calculate the deformed mesh.
The RF simulation is solved on the deformed mesh, and the resulting S-parameters can then
be compared to the previous RF solution. If the S-parameters have converged, the simulation is
finished. Otherwise, the simulation starts again with the thermal simulation, using the surface
resistive heating from the most recent RF solution. A schematic of this simulation is shown in
Figure 8.3.
How fast this simulation converges depends on how much coupling there is between the
thermal and RF simulation. By definition, a well compensated device will exhibit low coupling
between the thermal and RF simulations, and will converge quickly. In practice, these simula-

























Figure 8.3: Multiphysics resistively heated mechanical-RFsimulation routine
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8.2 Power-handling and Bimetal Compensation
In order to design bimetal-compensated filters for high-power applications, a number of fac-
tors must be accounted for. Firstly, the nominal compensated performance of a design must be
evaluated. The nominal performance is best described by thecompensated drift under uniform
temperature change, which corresponds to the results of theuniform-temperature simulation (c.f.
Figure 8.1.)
The field will be highly concentrated around the compensator, resulting in more resistive
heating at the bimetal. It is therefore useful to quantify the local heating at the bimetal under
typical thermal conditions and input power. This can be calcul ted using the resistive heating
simulation (c.f. Figure 8.2 ).
Finally the effect of local heating on compensated performance must be determined for a
given design, which can be determined using the resistivelyh ated mechanical-RF simulation
(c.f. Figure 8.3). The multiphysics simulations applied asde cribed will provide a full account-
ing of compensated performance. This information can be used to identify problem areas, and
refine the design for improved performance, as is demonstrated in this chapter.
8.2.1 Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions for the mechanical simulation require only sufficient point constraints to
eliminate rotation. Material properties for the mechanical simulation in each case are for 3003-
H18 aluminum for the filter and screws, and corresponding material properties for each layer of
the Truflex P675R bimetal manufactured by Engineering Materi ls Solutions. The subdomain
temperature is provided either by a constant temperature change∆T or an absolute temperature
T given by the thermal simulation. Nominal dimensions are givn at20 ◦C.
For the RF simulation, the input and output ports are set to TE10 mode, and the input power
Pin is specified. To model the silver plating of the filter, all other boundaries are set to the
impedance of silver.
Thermal boundary conditions are meant to model a filter mounted on a large heat-sink aboard
a satellite in orbit. Assuming the heat sink is infinitely large, the lower external boundary of the
filter is set to a constant temperatureText. Such a filter would be radiating to other equipment
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with an average temperature the same as the heat sink,Text. All other exterior thermal boundaries
are therefore set to radiate toText with an assumed emissivity of0.8.
8.2.2 Cantilevered Bimetal Compensator
Consider the bimetal-compensated filter shown in Figure 8.4 which uses a cantilever-configured
bimetal compensator. A bimetal length oflb = 3.72 mm is chosen for all resonators based on
eigenmode simulations of a single resonator.
Figure 8.4: Cantilevered bimetal-compensated 3-pole filtergeometry
The results of a uniform-temperature simulation shown in Figure 8.5 show a compensated
centre-frequency drift of−1.14 ppm/◦C. The lower and upper band edgesf1 andf2 denote the
−20dB bandwidth. The compensated drift can be further reduced by adjusting compensation
for each cavity as described in Section 7.2, however furtherrefinement will not affect the power
handling.
The compensated response under high input-power will be affected by local resistive heating
in the filter. Since the field is concentrated at the bimetal tip, the resistive heating will be highest
there. The resistive heating simulation confirms this to be the case. Figure 8.6 shows the bimetal
tip temperature in each cavity with respect to frequency, for an input power of100 W andText =
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 (0.0838, −0.163 ppm/°C)
f
2
 (0, −2.12 ppm/°C)
f
o
 (0, −1.14 ppm/°C)
Figure 8.5: Simulated drift of−20 dB band edges and centre frequency for a cantilevered
bimetal-compensated aluminum filter under uniform temperature
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85 ◦C (whereText is both the sink and ambient temperature). It can be seen thatthe bimetal
tip temperature is as high as197 ◦C for the second resonator at the band edges. The maximum
temperature change at the bimetals from ambient temperaturis 112 ◦C. As predicted in the
lumped element heating model from [70], resistive heating is highest for the second resonator at
the band edges.





























Figure 8.6: Simulated cantilevered bimetal heating compared to resonator temperature
Consider the maximum bimetal tip temperature that occurs at15.04 GHz in the second res-
onator. The temperature change along the bimetal edge can bedetermined from the RF heating
simulation since a full temperature distribution is calculated. Figure 8.7 shows the temperature
change for the cantilevered bimetal along the bimetal edge in the second resonator. It can be
seen that the maximum temperature of197 ◦C drops nearly as low as the external temperature
85 ◦C along the length of the bimetal, due to heat conduction alongthe bimetal to the filter body.
The bimetal tip temperature is maximum as expected, howeverthe average bimetal temperature
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is substantially lower than the tip temperature. The bimetal tip temperature is however a useful
metric to quantify bimetal heating.

























Figure 8.7: Simulated heating along cantilevered bimetal edge
A thermal-mechanical-RF simulation can be used to determinethe effect of local resistive
heating on compensated response. The filter parameter driftwith respect toText at 100 W of
input power is shown in Figure 8.8, along with the nominal filter parameters (Pin = 1 W and
T = 20 ◦C). It can be seen that the filter response is shifted upward in frequency as the local
heating of the bimetal compensator leads to over compensatio . The centre frequency drift at
100 W of power is−6.16 ppm/◦C.
The largest change in centre frequency between the nominal value and the centre frequency
at 100 W is 1357 ppm. In comparison, an uncompensated aluminum filter undergoing 100 ◦C
temperature change would experience a−2300 ppm change in centre frequency, or between
−160 ppm and−200 ppm for an uncompensated Invar filter (depending on the coeffiient of
thermal expansion of the Invar alloy).
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 (−4.85 ppm/°C at 100W)
f
2
 (−7.46 ppm/°C at 100W)
f
o
 (−6.16 ppm/°C at 100W)
nominal parameters
Figure 8.8: Simulated effect of resistive heating on a cantilever-bimetal compensated filter at
Pin = 100 W, and nominal filter parameters (Pin = 1 W andT = 20 ◦C)
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The filter responses at maximum and minimum input powers and external temperatures are
shown in Figure 8.9. It can be seen that with the bimetal tip heated to nearly200 ◦C, the filter is
only nominally detuned. The change in filter response comes large y as a frequency shift.



















=20 °C, Pin=1 W
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ext
=20 °C, Pin=100 W
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ext
=120 °C, Pin=1 W
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ext
=120 °C, Pin=100 W
Figure 8.9: Simulated filter response for the cantilevered-bimetal-compensated filter
8.2.3 Double-Sided Bimetal Compensator
In order to reduce the effect of local resistive heating on the compensated filter, a compensator
must be designed with a shorter effective length to allow form re effective heat sinking to the
filter body. Consider a double-sided bimetal compensator as shown in Figure 8.10.
A bimetal length oflb = 3.0 mm is chosen using eigenmode simulations for a single compen-
sated cavity. Figure 8.11 shows the compensated filter driftunder uniform temperature change.
This design shows a centre frequency drift of−6.57 ppm/◦C. Although this filter is under-
compensated it is suitable for evaluating susceptibility to resistive heating.
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lb
Figure 8.10: Double-sided bimetal compensator
Figure 8.12 shows the temperature at each bimetal tip over the frequency range. Again,
maximum heating occurs for the second resonator at the band edges. The maximum heating
for the 3 mm double-sided bimetal is36 ◦C from Text = 85 ◦C, compared to112 ◦C for the
3.72 mm cantilevered bimetal compensator.
Figure 8.13 shows the filter parameter drift at100 W of input power, along with the nominal
parameters (i.e. the filter parameters at1 W of input power andT = 20 ◦C). At a constant input
power of100 W, the compensated drift is degraded to−7.34 ppm/◦C from−6.57 ppm/◦C. The
drift calculated from the nominal parameters , is positive3.91ppm/◦C and negative3.42ppm/◦C.
Note that this drift is lower because the nominal parametersbisect the temperature response at
100 W
The largest deviation from the nominal centre frequency up to 100 W of input power and
100 ◦C of temperature change is−654 ppm, compared to1357 ppm for the cantilevered com-
pensator. This confirms the possible improvement when the effects of local heating can be miti-
gated by reducing the effective length of the bimetal. However, further reduction in the effective
length is required.
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Figure 8.11: Simulated drift for a double-sided-bimetal compensated aluminum filter under uni-
form temperature
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Figure 8.12: Simulated resistive heating for a double-sided bimetal-compensated filter
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 (−6.17 ppm/°C at 100W)
f
2
 (−8.5 ppm/°C at 100W)
f
o
 (−7.34 ppm/°C at 100W)
nominal parameters
Figure 8.13: Simulated effect of resistive heating on a double-sided-bimetal compensated filter
atPin = 100 W, and nominal filter parameters (Pin = 1 W andT = 20 ◦C)
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8.2.4 Two-Screw Double-Sided Bimetal Compensator
Although the double-sided compensator is less susceptibleto resistive heating, the bimetal length
must be further reduced to produce drift comparable to Invarfilte s. By using two double-sided
compensators on the opposite broad-walls in each cavity of the waveguide filter, a shorter bimetal
length can be used. Rather than using eigenmode simulations to choose the bimetal length, here
an iris-loaded compensated cavity is simulated, using the peak group delay to measure resonance.
This results in an approximate bimetal length of2.8 mm for compensation.
Figure 8.14 shows the result of a uniform-temperature-change simulation. The centre fre-
quency drift of+1.02 ppm/◦C shows the filter is slightly over-compensated.





















Figure 8.14: Simulated drift for a double-sided-bimetal two-compensator aluminum filter under
uniform temperature
From Figure 8.15, it can be seen that this configuration results in substantially reduced local
heating. Bimetal tip temperature is increased by26 ◦C from 85 ◦C ambient temperature, with
maximum heating again occurring in the second resonator at the band edge.
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Figure 8.15: Simulated resistive heating for a double-sided-bimetal two-compensator filter
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The effect of the resistive heating on compensation at100 W of input power is shown in
Fig. 8.16 along with the nominal filter parameters. It can be se n that centre frequency drift at
100 W is reduced to0.7 ppm/◦C from 1.02 ppm/◦C. The largest change from the nominal filter
parameters is+277 ppm for input power ranging from0 − 100 W, and a temperature change
of 100 ◦C. An uncompensated aluminum filter would exhibit−2300 ppm of drift over a100 ◦C
temperature change, and an Invar filter would show between−160 ppm and−200 ppm depend-
ing on the alloy. Note that the overcompensation of the filterresults in a larger overall drift. If the
filter were slightly under-compensated, the positive frequency shift caused by resistive heating
in the bimetal would be offset by the negative drift.



















 (1.96 ppm/°C at 100W)
f
2
 (−0.556 ppm/°C at 100W)
f
o
 (0.702 ppm/°C at 100W)
nominal parameters
Figure 8.16: Simulated effect of resistive heating on a double-sided-bimetal two-compensator
filter atPin = 100 W, and nominal filter parameters (Pin = 1 W andT = 20 ◦C)
Table 8.1 provides a summary of the power handling results for each bimetal compensator.
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Table 8.1: Comparing temperature drift results
max.∆fo
drift, drift, ∆T = 0 . . . 100 ◦C
low power Pin = 100 W Pin = 0 . . . 100 W
uncompensated −23 ppm/◦C - −2300 ppmaluminum
uncompensated −1.6 ppm/◦C - −160 ppmInvar
cantilevered bimetal −1.14 ppm/◦C −6.16 ppm/◦C 1357 ppm
3.72 mm
double-sided
−6.57 ppm/◦C −7.34 ppm/◦C −654 ppmbimetal
3 mm
2x double-sided





Temperature compensation continues to be a design issue in many RF applications. Effective
temperature compensation can allow for the use of lighter, less expensive materials such as alu-
minum in lieu of more costly, heavier materials like Invar.
This thesis proposes that a bimetal tuning screw can be used to compensate for temperature
drift in aluminum resonators and filters. The bimetal tuningscrew consists of a bimetal actuator
mounted on a screw inserted into the side wall of a filter or resonator. By orienting the bimetal
element such that it actuates towards the wall with increasing temperature, a tuning screw with
a variable effective length is formed whose actuation will compensate for the expansion of the
aluminum structure.
Two configurations are proposed for the bimetal tuning screw; one with a cantilevered bimetal
strip, and another with a double-sided bimetal compensator. The cantilevered configuration con-
sists of a bimetallic strip attached to the mounting screw atthe end of the bimetal. The double-
sided compensator is attached to the mounting screw at the centre of the strip length, effectively
producing two compensators.
This design for a compensator exhibits several favourable properties. It is a general approach
that can be applied to existing filter designs. Mechanical eigenmode simulations demonstrate
that the stiffness of the bimetal material is sufficient to limit any potential vibration.
Since the field is stronger near the centre of a resonator, theamount of compensation can
be adjusted by rotating the mounting screw, which changes the depth of the tuning screw. It is
demonstrated in simulation that any effect of rotation on resonant frequency is overwhelmed by
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the effect of the depth change. This conclusion was later borne ut when implementing filter
and resonator compensation. Since compensation is adjustable, any effects of manufacturing
tolerances on compensation can be accounted for.
It is demonstrated experimentally that a bimetal tuning screw can be used to produced com-
pensated resonators and filters. A cantilevered compensator i used to produce a compensated
aluminum resonator exhibiting−0.38 ppm/◦C of temperature drift from20 ◦C to 100 ◦C. This
is less than the temperature drift exhibited by an Ivar resonator (approximately−1.6 ppm/◦C).
An uncompensated aluminum cavity will exhibit−23 ppm/◦C of temperature drift.
A temperature compensated aluminum filter is also demonstrated experimentally. This filter,
also using a cantilevered bimetal tuning screw, exhibits temp rature drift of2.35 ppm/◦C. The
positive temperature drift shows that the filter is slightlyover compensated. The compensation
adjustment for this filter was performed using the group-delay metric since phase-stable input
cables were not available. By adjusting compensation using the more precise phase metric, it is
expected that the temperature drift of the compensated filter can achieve temperature drift similar
to the compensated resonator.
The power handling capability of bimetal-compensated filters is studied in simulation. When
subjected to high input power, the strength of the field surrounding the bimetal results in signif-
icant resistive heating. For a cantilevered bimetal compensator implemented in a 3-pole WR-62
waveguide filter, an increase in input power from1 W to 100 W results in an increase in bimetal
tip temperature of as much as112 ◦C.
The increase in bimetal temperature causes the temperatureesponse to shift upward in fre-
quency, and a negative shift in the temperature drift for a constant input power. The frequency
drift of the cantilevered bimetal compensated filter is+1357 with input power ranging from1 W
to 100 W and external temperature ranging from20 ◦C to 120 ◦C. The drift of the filter degrades
from−1.14 ppm/◦C with no input power, to−6.16 ppm/◦C at100 W of input power.
In order to address the resistive heating problem, the compensator must conduct heat more
effectively to the filter body. Using the proposed double-sided bimetal tuning screw, and using
two compensators for each resonator, compensation can be achieved using a shorter effective
bimetal length.
Using this configuration, the temperature increase at the bimetal tip is no more than26 ◦C.
The drift of the filter shifts from1.02 ppm/◦C with no input power, to0.7 ppm/◦C at 100 W of
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input power. The frequency drift of the filter is+277 ppm with input power ranging from1 W
to 100 W and external temperature ranging from20 ◦C to 120 ◦C. A comparable Invar filter will
drift at approximately−1.6 ppm/◦C, and an aluminum filter will drift at−23 ppm/◦C.
The impact of implementing these temperature compensated fil rs would be significant.
Temperature compensated aluminum filters offer substantial mass and cost savings over Invar
filters. In satellite applications in particular, the mass savings associated with replacing Invar
filters with temperature-compensated aluminum filters results in a large decrease in either launch
costs or life cycle costs. Also, aluminum stock is less costly than Invar, and less expensive to
machine.
This work has demonstrated that temperature-compensated aluminum filters using a bimetal
tuning screw can be constructed that exhibit temperature drift comparable to that of an Invar
filter. In high-power applications, the problems associated with local resistive heating can be
managed if care is taken to ensure that the compensator can efficiently conduct heat through the
bimetal to the filter body.
Compensation must be adjusted for each resonator in the filter. This work provides a method
for adjusting compensation using either phase or group delay measurements. The phase metric
is more precise than the group delay metric since flatness at the group-delay peak can make the
measurement of resonance ambiguous. Also, group delay measurements are noisy.
Heating in the input cables however will introduce a positive shift to phase measurements,
leading to unacceptable inaccuracy. The phase metric can therefore only be used when
temperature-stable phase measurements can be taken; for exampl , using phase-stable silicone
dioxide cables. Otherwise, the less precise peak group delay metric must be used to measure the
resonance of each filter cavity.
The approach proposed here for adjusting compensation is useful for any form of variable
compensation. This tool is useful for applying the compensation approach proposed here, or any
other form of adjustable compensation.
To model temperature drift in the general case, interactions between microwave, structural,
and thermal domains must be accounted for. This work proposes thr e multiphysics simulations
for use in modelling temperature drift and power handling for microwave components in general.
Each is implemented in the COMSOL Multiphysics software package.
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Given the dimensional change from a thermo-mechanical simulation, a full-wave electromag-
netic simulation must be solved on the deformed geometry. The arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) method is designed to model fluid-structure interactions. It is used in this work to model
the interaction between a structure and an electromagneticfield.
The first of these models describes thermal drift under uniform temperature conditions. This
model can be used to simulate compensated or uncompensated temperature drift of a compo-
nent under arbitrary mechanical constraints. The temperature drift behaviour under uniform-
temperature conditions is used as a base-line performance measure.
The second multiphysics simulation presented in this work is a resistive heating simulation.
This simulation determines the thermal effect of resistiveheat flux on a component under ar-
bitrary thermal boundary conditions. This simulation can be used to quantify local resistive
heating, and can be used to detect and address problem areas for high-power applications.
The final multiphysics simulation is a resistively heated thermal-mechanical-RF simulation
that provides a full accounting of electromagnetic performance, while accounting for the effect
of local heating and mechanical constraint. This simulation provides not only the local resis-
tive heating for given thermal boundary conditions, but accounts for the effect of this heating
mechanically. The electromagnetic simulation is solved onthe deformed geometry, so this simu-
lation will predict how a component will behave thermally, mechanically, and electrically under
complex thermal and mechanical conditions.
The analysis of the power handling of a bimetal-compensatedfilt r in simulation demon-
strates how a multiphysics approach can be used to model complex thermal, structural, and elec-
trical interaction. Although finite element simulations have limitations in quantifying real-world
implementations, by coupling thermal mechanical and electrical simulations real-world condi-
tions can be more closely approximated, with the same advantages and disadvantages inherent
in more traditional approaches to RF simulation.
In order to compensate for temperature drift, it is useful tobe able to quantify uncompensated
drift. In the case of a linearly expanding component having asingle linear coefficient of thermal
expansion, an equation describing temperature drift is derived from Maxwell’s equations.
This equation is strictly true if losses are ignored, and approximately true in the lossy case.
Also, the quality of the approximation in the lossy case depends on the coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion times the temperature change being much less than unity. Si ce this is true for tempera-
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ture ranges and thermal expansion coefficients for most pracical applications, the approximation
inherent in applying this equation to the lossy case is justifiable.
An approximate model for the effect of iris expansion on coupling coefficient drift is pro-
vided which assumes that the coupling iris is thin. This model is used to evaluate the contribu-
tion of iris expansion to temperature drift using a lumped-element coupling-matrix model. It is
demonstrated that the contribution of iris expansion to temp rature drift is extremely small. For
a coupled-resonator filter therefore, the effect of iris expansion can be effectively ignored.
A parameterized model for bimetal compensated resonators and filters is provided. Parame-
terized modelling requires a number of assumptions; among them uniform temperature distribu-
tion, unconstrained linear expansion, and a constant radius of curvature for the bimetal actuator.
Where these assumptions are valid, the parameterized model proposed here is a useful technique
for simulating temperature compensated designs using bimetallic elements.
It has been demonstrated that a bimetallic actuator mountedon a tuning screw can be used
to compensate for temperature drift in coupled cavity waveguide filters. The resulting drift of
the compensated filter using a bimetal tuning screw is comparable to that of an Invar filter where
temperature change is driven by ambient conditions. It is therefore recommended that tempera-
ture compensated filters using bimetal tuning screws be deploy d for low-power applications in
lieu of Invar filters (e.g. terrestrial radio).
It has been shown in simulation that the effect of local resistive heating can be mitigated by
using multiple compensators with shorter overall lengths.Future work should include confirming
these results with high-power testing.
The performance of the proposed bimetal tuning screw under high-power conditions depends
on how efficiently resistive heating is conducted to the filter walls. The work presented here
shows that conduction can be substantially improved by reducing the length of each individual
compensator. Future work in this area should include engineeri g a bimetal specifically for this
application. Such a material must exhibit high flexivity, aswell as high thermal conductivity.
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